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I nfi rlna ry
Found-L.acking
In Facilities
By Curt Grimm
For some time, ti ..: Uoctors
and Staff of the UMR Inmmitry
have been wanting to expand
the facili ties and services now
available. There are many
limes when the present build l n~
is just not adequate. If you have
been a stretcher case who
needed to be carried up the fire
escape to make the second
floor , you know what we mean.
It seems that plans are now
being (almost ) finalized .
After talking with Dr. James
Meyers, director of the facility,
we got a good picture of just
what was needed and why.
There are three basic areas in
desperate need :
First, privacy in the waiting
and examination rooms. The
waiting room is small, and a

nerson's ailments are announ·
ced to all at the nurse's desk . If
you are a female, it may be
uncomfortable to be separated
from the waiting area by a
sliding partition. For really
delicate matters, Dr. Myers
has to shuffle bls patients off to
his private office down the
street.
Second, The number of
examination rooms - about one
and a half now - is also a hot
item. The only place to prepare Mayor McFarland signs the document decreeing St. Pat's. Representing ttle St. Pat's
patients IS in one of two smair Board behind the mayor are (from left to right): Gary Underwood (Delta Tau Delta),
rooms, one of which is also used President of the St. Pat's Board; Ralph Bell (Kappa Alpha), Chairman of Town Coor.
for storage and cast making. So dination Committee; Mike Kovack (Phi Kappa Theta), Vice· President of the Board.
no more than two or three
(Photo by Seck)
people had better be in need at
once.
The third big problem with
the present building (and some
(Continued on p. 4)

EDitorial

Comment
Reorga niza fion ••
Fair Shake To Students?
By ED LATDlER

A picture showing the outside of the UMR infirmary.
The snow partially obscuring the building is a good
representation of the "fog" of uncertainty surroun·
ding the facility and its possible revamping .
( Photo by Seck)

Correction! Correction!
We goofed! Oops, we did it
again ~ another mistake In the
"Miner". Last week, the
caption under the front page
picture read that UMR's local"
sororltv Sl~ma Chi Omega. hal!
been acc;epted by Sigma Cbl
national sorority. For those of

you who read the article saymg
that they had been accepted by
Chi Omega national sorority,
you were probably conluseo.
You, Sigma Chi Is a nauonal
fraternity. No slam Intended,
ladles, we really meant Cbl
Omega underneath the picture.

Recently, the Chancellor has
submitted bls final plans for the
of
the
reorganization
administration. This Is the end
of a process that began back In
the October meeting of the
Academic Council when the
Chancellor
distributed
a
document
"propOSing
the
of
tbe
reorganization
administration on the UMR
campus in order to provide
better administrative services
to both faculty and students."
He received input over the
month of November, and in the
November meeting of the
Academic Council the faculty
submitted a list of seven
guidelines that they suggested
for the reorganization process.
On January 16 of this year, the
Chancellor put out a special
p.tfition of the UMR Digest
explaining his reorgaDlzation.
Let's take a look at that
reorganization and see If the
students got a fair shake.
First of all, the chancellor bas

every right to reorganize the
adm inistration. After all, when
you 're the president of a
company or In a similar

situation, you're entitled to pick
those people that you want
working for you and the way
(Continued 01) p. 6)
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Schedule of Events

to _ I I I !be Sc:beduIe oi Eventa aectIon abould be typed aDd dopooIted III !be north door of !be MlllerOfllce, BuUdlDgT·l.by 8:00P.M. Monday

Thursday
M-CLUB MEETING
There will be an M-Club meeting Thursday, Feb. 15
(tonight) at 7:00 p.m. in 121 M.E.
PHI ETA SIGMA
Tbere will be a smoker for all eligible people Interested in
pledging Pbi Eta Sigma. It will be held on Thursday, Feb.
22nd at 7:00 p.m. in Room 114 of the C.E . Buidling.
Refresbments will be served.
CAKE DECORATING WORKSHOP
Tbe SUB will present a workshop on cake decorating in the
Mark Twain room of the Student Union at 7 p.m. on Feb . 15th.

CASINO NIGHT
Sub will be sponsoring a casino night from 8 to 12 p.m. in
the Centennial Hall, on March 2.
HELIX
HELIX, Life Sciences Club of UMR, cordially invites you to
attend a party and meeting at Dr. Gale's house, Friday,
February 16th, at 7:30 p.m .
The purpose of this party is to acquaint individuals who
areinterested in Life Science to our club.
Everyone Is welcome to attend!
GDI
Tbere will be a GDI General Membership Meeting at 7:00
p.m . Tbursday, Feb. 15, In 114 C.E .
GDI will be having a disco at tbe Lions Club Den Friday,
Feb . 16, from 9:00 to 1:00 p.m.

Saturday
WILD .. CRAZY PARTY
Alpba Epsilon Pi Is baving another party which promises
to be the best one yet. A wide variety of refreshments will be
served, including hamburgers and hotdogs. So grab your
arrows and bunny ears and get your happy feet over to No. 4
Fraternity Drive, Saturday, Feb. 24 at8:00 p.m.
COFFEEHOUSE
Gultarist·Allen Ross will perform on Feb. 24th at 8 p.m. in
Centennial Hall. FREE COFFEE.

Monday
RETURNING WOMEN STUDENTS
"Our Own Worst Enemy: Tbe Internal Barriers" is the
next session to be beld on Monday, February 19, 7:30 p.m. in
tbe Ozark Room . DIxie Findley, a counselor at the Middle
Scbool, will sbare experiences and belp us explore ways that .
we as women prevent our own success. Societal stereotypes
may ba ve buUt the barriers, but our Internal talk continues to
maintain it. Anyone who is Interested is welcome to attend.
OMEGA CHI EPSILON
The first meeting of Omega Chi Epsilon will be held at 4:30
on Monday, February 19 in Room 125 Chemical Engineering
Building. Committees will be formed and the semester's
activities will be discussed. All actives are URGED to attend.
Refreshments mayor may not be served.

Tuesday
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Film Series
Thursday 7:30 ME Auditorium

CIRCLEK
Meeting Feb . 20, 7:30 at Sigma Nu 1007 Main St. This is the
last meeting for new members to join. For more information
call 364·3808. All people Interested are urged to attend.

Wednesday
WESLEY
On February 21 at 6:00 p.m ., the movie "The African
Queen" will be shown at the Wesley Foundation, corner of 8tb
and Main by the post office parking lot.
ASME MEETING
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers will hold a
meeting at 7:00 p.m . Wednesday, February 21. The guest
speaker will be Mr. Jerry Vaughan of Armco Steel Inc. In
Kansas City, Missouri. The topic of discussion will be the role
of Mechanical Engineers in the steel industry . The meeting
will be held in the Mechanical Engineering Auditorium.
Everyone is Invited and refreshments will be served after the
meeting. Applications for membership will also be taken.
F ABJANCE'S MAGIC SHOW
Tbe long awaited and twice postponed magic show will be
held this Wednesday, at 8 p.m. In Centennial Hall . Free with
!D.

Noday
BLUE KEY "MINER OF MONTH "
Applications for the Blue Key "Miner of the Month" award
are now available at the candy counter . Achievements for the
months of December and January will be considered . All
applications should be turned in by Tuesday, February 20.
For further information, contact Pat Thompson at 364·4841.
EIT
Engineering·in·training applications are now available in
Room III of the Civil Engineering Building. Deadline for
their return is February 22,1979.
KME HELP SESSIONS
Kappa Mu Epsilon, the mathematics honor society, is
offering help sessions for students needing help in Math 2 to
229. The help sessions are held each Monday and Thursday
evening In Room 209 M·CS"from 6:30 to 8:00 p.m.

This Week:
Feb. 15 - "Steamboat Bill, Jr." and "Keaton Rides
Again." Old and recent Buster Keaton films .

ST. PAT'SSIX1'Y·MINER
Coming soon, The lOth annual 5t. Pat's Sixty·Miner!
Eighty some pages of the funniest stuff you ever saw . Be on
the lookout for It. A GDI publication.
PLACEMENT BULLETIN
Sign·up Feb. 12· 16
Interviews Feb. 19-23
Just to name a few employers that are com ing down :
E.I. DuPont DeNemours" Company
Gould Inc.
Iowa Electric Light" Power
Pfizer
Amsted Industries
McGraw Edison
Rexnord, Inc.
Ralston Purine Co.
Ambac Ind .
United Space Boosters
Honeywell, Inc.
Motorola, Inc.
Consolidation Coal Co.
Eaton
ITT Telecommunications
Kansas Power and Light
Dayco Corp.
Seniors: Don't forget to fill out the plant trip and offer
forms.
Sign·up Feb . I9-Feb. 23
Interview Feb. ~Mar. 2.
Looking for a company In Missouri?
Armco
Siemans·Allis, Inc.
Brown Shoe Co.
Autocontrols
Frisco Railway
Booker Associates
Kansas City Power" Light
Nooter Corp.
L.D. Schreiber Cheese Co., Inc. Laclede Gas Company
Bendix Corporation
Summer Employment:
Burns" McDonnell
ARMCO
Hallmark Cards
W.R. Grace" Co.
Johnson Controls
Quaker Oats
Peabody Coal Co.
Amoco Exploration
Westoaco
Cessna Aircraft Co.
Noranda Aluminum
Gulf Oil Corporation
Northrop Corp·Wilcox Elect.
Whirlpool Corp.
If you feel your having problems interviewing, seek help
before the season ends. See Mr. Nuss

Referendum Ques:t~i:o:n:$a1i~~~:'
The upcoming Student Council Referendum has been moved back to March
6 and 7. As a resu It, questions may stil l
be submitted until February 22. Any
student or organization wishing to
submit questions should give them to
Terry Yotter or turn them into the
Student Council Office.

WALT DISNEY Product;on,

~Q
01977!.~~..~Cp~C!-21~~ ~~

f\e., .... llIdInrBUENA \·rsU.OISTRI!UTI(lHCOIHC

"];jj(.1'.'4~.
TELEPHONE 36C. . 1 8S1

First Annual Theta Tau Pizza Night

SHOTOKAN
KARATE

Thursday, Feb. 22 at Pizza Inn 5p.m. - 12p.m.

364·7428

of R011n

ATTENTION COLLEGE
SENIORS

Bob Campbell will donate 2 dollars for each 16"
pizza or 1 dollar for each 13" pizza ordered to Theta
Tau Ugly Man. Your organizations ugly man can
receive credit for your purchase if you sign your
organization's name to the ticket.
Help Us, Help Rolla.

Shows 7 & 9 p.m.
Matinee Sal. & Sun. 2:00 p.m.
Adult 52.50/Child 5\.00

We have executive pasitions available in more
than 40 career fields.
Qualify and you can find
yourse~ filling one of these
os an Air Force officer. Plus.
the Air Force offers you an
excellent salary and work·
ing conditions ... training
.... 30 days of poid vacation a year ... and many
opportunities tor advancement and graduate edu·
cation.
Call now. Find out if you
can fill one of these posi·
tions of repsonsibility.

fri., Sat. & Sun
7 & 9:15 p.m.
Mon., Tues 7 p.m. Only
Ending Tues., feb. 20
CLINT EASTWOOD in

'IVERY
WHICH
WAY

aUT loOSE'

LATE SHOW
frio & Sal.
11:45

"BEACH
BUNNIES"
Adm. $2.50
No one und er
18 will be

admitted

SSg!. David Car lock
102 West 10th

Rolla . MO 6S401
(314 ) 364·4367

~

/~ \jnii l :>
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Nano, Nano

Nevv Computer
System To Be
Installed For UM
By PAUL BRAUN
Last weekend, an AMDAHL
470-V7 computer was installed
as
the
main
processIng
computer for the University Of
Missouri Computer Network.
This computer was purchased
to replace the IBM 370-158 and
IBM 370-168; which have been
the central computers on the
network for the past several
years.
The initial plan of replacing
the 370's started last year. At
that time, lt was realized that
the rapid advancements in
computer technology in the past
few years have resulted in
lower hardware costs, and the
payments on a new computer
would be comparable to the
present leasing costs of the
370's. But a single new
computer would be able to do
more work than the present
pair of 370's, and the LSI (large
scale integration ) circuitry
would make it more reliable
than the present 370's.
After a decision to purchase a
new computer was made, the
University took bids on the new
system
from
several
companies. AMDAHL Corp. at
Oak Brook, Illinois, submitted
the low bid of $3,279,875, along
with an annual maintenance fee
of $138,000, to provide a new
computer, on AMDAHL 470-V7.
On November 10, 1978, the
University of Missouri Board of
Curators
approved
the
purchase of the 470-V7. At the
same time, the board also
approved a proposal by the
University of Missouri system
to borrow $2,780,000 from the
First National Bank in St. Louis
to purchase the computer. The
terms of the agreement were
that the loan period would not
exceed five years and the
interest rate would be six
percent.
~ The
architecture
or
conceptual design of the
AMDAHL 470 computer is
equivalent to that of an IBM 370,
but its implementation is quite
different. To begin with, the 470V7 has 2.2 to 2.4 times the
capability of an IBM 370-168.

of
the
improved
(Most
performance results from a
basic machine cycle of 29
nanoseconds as compared to a
370's cycle of 80 nanoseconds as
well as the 470's refined system
configuration.) Also the 470
makes extensive use of largescale integration and as a
result, the AMDAHL requires
only approximately 25 percent
of the floor space of an IBM 370.
Finally, a 370 is cooled by both
air and water, while the 470 is
cooled by air only. Overall, the
new AMDAHL computer should
be an extremely reliable
machine because of the LSI
circuitry and the absence of
water cooling inside the
machine.
To the average UMR user,
there wiU be no apparent
changes to the UM Computer
Network. All JCL (job control ·
language) and programs will
continue to function as they did
before the AMDAHL was
installed. The major change
will be in the area of
perform ance. In most cases,
turn around time on the
network . should
decrease,
especially during periods of
heavy online system and TSO
usage. Finally, many of the
operational and performance
problems
previously
encountered because the 370's
were only in a "loosely coupled
system" arrangement, should
disappear with the installation
of the AMDAHL 470.
In a related development, the
Board of Curators approved a
proposal on January 19 of this
year, to update the computer
facilities at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis (UMSL) .
According
to
James R.
Buchholz, UM system vice
president for administrative
affairs, the present computer
at
UMSL
is
equipment
unreliable and lacks the
capacity to serve the campus. A
total of $253,348 is to be spent to
purchase some of the leased
computer
eqUipment
at
Columbia, which the AMDAHL
470
has
repleaced.
The
equipment will be transferred
to UMSL and installed in a
couple of months.
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A picture of some of the hard and software of UMR's current computer equipment. A new
computer system will soon be taking the place of the old, however, for the whole UMsystem.
( Photo by Seck)

News
Overblown Incident Results
In Delta Sig On Probation
By LINDA PONZER
The
Delta Sigma
Phi
fraternity at UMR has been
placed on social probation
indefinitely because of a hazing
incident the day a student was
severly injured, Sam Burton,
director of student personnel
said last Thursday .
'
That student was 18 year old
Randy Heller, a pledge of the
Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity. He
was found unconsciolls on the
side of 1-44 some tnree miles
east of Rolla. He was taken 'fo
the Firmin Desloge Hospital in
St. Louis, there he underwent
surgery to remove a blood clot
on his brain and plastic surgery
to repair damage to his face.
Troop I' of the Highway
Patrol
is
investigating
Heller's case, and said no
members of the fraternity are
suspects. Burton agrees, "It is
my feeling that the fraternity
was in no way responsible for
the injury and not. responsible
for Heller being where he was
found ."
Still says Burton, that is not
the point, "My decision was not
based on his beating," he said.
"It was on the basis of the fact'
that· his ride in the car and
leavirig him there was a form of
hazing, as far as I'm
concerned."
UMR had been waiting for the
patrol's investagation to be
completed, but Burton said this
semester is far enough along so
that any action he chose t(l take
should be taken now .
Social probation means that
the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
will be unable to take part in
normal social activities on
campus.
Being on pro will exclude the
fraternity
from
activities
during St. Pat's' aDd Greek
Week, which are the major
social events on campus.
Though the fraternity will be
allowed to have 'one party
during St. Pat's due to the
financial
commitments
allready having been made.
Probation will not be lifted
any sooner than the end of this
semester. The fratern ity must
show
slight
academic

improvement
and
better
judgment than was shown in
the Heller incident. Burton said.
The fraternity also is being
asked to hold a retreat in the
near future to discuss the
purposes and functions of

fraternities and to reflect on the
Heller incident.
Now, all that is missing in this
story is the ending. That will
come only when Heller is able to
tell exactly what happened to
him on that night, almost one
month ago.

Jazz Bands
Compete Saturday
By MIKE BUEL
On Saturday, February 17,
1979, nineteen area high school
jazz bands will compete for
special ratings at the annual
UMR Jazz Festival. The
program will last fr,pm 9 a .m. to
6:30 p.m. and be held in
Centennial
Hall
of
the
University Center East. UMR
students, faculty, and the public
are welcome to drop by to listen
to the programs presented by
the high school groups.
Approximately 450 students
will perform .with their high
school groups and will be
judged by high school activities
standards with their class of
performance.
Three judges will be listening

to all nineteen groups and
evaluate each group on
performance. The evaluations
wiU be given to each of the area
high school band directors as an
aid to better improve the
individual bands. The judges
are John Arnn of Jefferson
College, Thad Joseph of
Cassville, Missoui and Leon
Bradley from the School of the
Ozarks.
Saturday evening, UMR's
Jazz 1 wiU present a concert in
St. Pat's Ballroom of the
University Center West. Guest
soloist on the trombone will be
Thad Joseph, judge for the .
festival. Students, faculty and
public are welcome to attend.
Admission will be free .

Concert Recital
Next Tuesday
ByMIKEBUEL
On February 20, 1979 the
University Concert Band will
perform their first recital of the
spring semester. The concert
will begin at 8 p.m . in the
UniverSity
Center
East,
Centennial Hall. Admission is
free to all UMR students and
faculty as well as the general
public.
The program will include six
pieces performed by the 76
member concert band, which is
directed by Dr. David Oakly,
associate professor of music.
The concert will begin with
Passacaglia, written by Alfred
Reed . Followed with: English
Folk Song Suite by Ralph

Vaughn Williams; Auropos by
Thomas Lawrence Weiner'
Dance Rhythms for Band by
Wallingford Reigger; Alpha
Centauri
by
Robert
E.
Resseger.
The program will conclude
with a Grand Serenade for an
Awful Lot of Winds and
Percussion by P .D.Q. Bach
0807-1742)?, adapted to the
modern concert band by
Professor Peter Schickele of the
UniverSity of Southern North
Dakota at Hoople.
The members of the Concert
Band would like to extend a
special invitation to the public
and to encourage all interested
people to attend.
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Shown here Is one of the patient rooms on the second floor. Note that three beds ha,. . . . ;
herded into some rooms because of the space problem. Also, most rooms are . . . .
second floor - accessible only by a flight of steps that seems endless when you'".. ~.
Not exactly where you'd want to take a date, but liveable.
( Photo a,,~)

---- ... -

- ......

---,-~

_._J

Inside the Infirmary, a shot of the only examining
room present. Obviously lacking a little on space,
more and better examination rooms are needed.
v( Photo by Seck)

(Cont. from p. 1)

Music Degree
Program Coming
By MIKE BUEL

The llossibilities of a music
degree at UMR is slowly
growing. In a recent campus
planning
review,
several
members of UMR's music
department submitted a letter
explaining numerous Ideas
needed to commence such a
degree program.
According to Dr. David
Oa!!dey, an associate music
professor, a music degree
offered at UMR would be
beneficial to the community
and the campus. One of the
main desires of the program is
to allow area high school
graduates interested in music
to attend UMR without
traveling great di,stances to
other universities. At the
present time, the closest
university
offering
music
degrees are, Lincoln College,
UMC, UMKC and UMSL.
Dr. Oakley went on to say that
the possibilities of a music
degree being offered at UM~ Is

only in the "thinking stage".
With the new Chancellor,
several programs such as the
music degree are being
reviewed for possible addition
to the university's curriculum.
In a few weeks Dr. Oakley and
Dr. Marchello will discuss their
views of the degree. If the
proceedings go well, UMR may
witness the new degree
program.
While several people are in
favor of such a degree program,
there are still some opposing
question. "Is there a job market
for music majors? Will there be
a
problem
ith
student
recruiting?" Dr. Oakley and the
rest of his faculty are hoping to
answer these questions soon.
Overall,
the
music
department is very enthusiastic
with the dt!"gree program being
offered. With 540 students
currently enrolled In music
courses, they are hoping for
propitious
. decisions
to
perpetuate
toe
musIc
department.

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th St.
Rolla, Mo. 65401

~

of the staff says the worst) Is
the lack of provision for the non·
ambulatory patient.
This is the above mentioned
strecher case, the patient who,
can't get about on his-her own.
At present, all beds are on the
second floor (save the one In the
casting-storage room) . To get a
non-ambulatory
patient
upstairs reqllires two to four
strong students to negotiate a
very
narrow
and steeD
stairway, with 361tdegree turns.
This is sometimes impossible so
it's up the fire escape to the
outside
emergency
door.
Consequently, one item that
next facility should have,
pleads the staff, is an elevator
of some sort. Among otoer
requests are an X-ray machine,
and an additon of a consultant
to the staff, to help out with
emotional and psychiatric
problems.

How will these problems be new faCility? It's T-26, the old
met? For an answer, we went to Kappa Sigma House, now
the office of Joe Wallard, 207 occupied mainly by Student
Parker Hall. Mr Wollard Is the Personnel. Dr. Meyers and staff
University's Business Officer, fear they are being moved from
and has the job of finding a new the old building to the old
building.
home for the infirmary.
There is much space to be
All that is for sure so far, is
that nothing is for sure yet. At gained by such a move, but
any rate; here are the facts as what else? At present there is
they are now, and might be in no elevator in T-26, a much
the near future. The building needed commodity. Provisions
presently occupied Is at 1111 have been made downstairs for
State and has been the the non-ambulatory, but the
Infirmary for at least 10 years. kitchen has been kicked
The floor space is about 1500 sq. upstairs, so now the meals will
ft. - total of both 1st and 2nd do the traveling. None of the
floors . There is a total of 6 beds other requests have yet been
and two examination rooms. met.
and little or no storage facilities. Figures are very sketchy at this
The proposed Rew facility will point, but a ballpark estimate in
have approximately 2600 total the neighborhood of $25,000
sq. ft. , with 10 beds and dollars, all this basically for
, separate rooms for receptional, construction of new rooms and
casting, male and female facilities.
examining,
plus
seperate
Although nothing is at all
restrooms.
finalized, this is the proposed
The trouble with the proposed move, and nobody has come up
with a better idea. Howabout it?

COMPUTER SCIENCE
GRADUATES, WE'D LIKE TO
TALK,WITH YOU ABOUT
OUR FUTURES.
We're a computer and management consulting firm
serving government and business. As the nation's
leading developer of integrated financial and
distribution systems, we offer you the opportunity
to apply your business, systems or applications
talents in a challenging environment.
We'll be on campus to talk with you on Thursday,
March I, 1979.

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

DONT
GRADUATE
without talking to the
Hughes Recruiter visiting
your campus soon.
Contact your placement office
for interview dates.
,r------------------,,

:, HUGHES:,
~

__________________ J

Owfing.'" WfIIIOIId "Ith-.cttonia

AN EQUAl OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

Or, send a copy of your resume to:
Mr. Vince Miller, Director of Midwest Recruiting
American Management Systems, Inc.
120 South Riverside Plaza
Chicago, illinois 60606

ams
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
Washington, D.C.
New York City
Detroit
Chicago
San Francisco
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Miller Gong Show
By pAUL BRAUN
Last Tuesday night, the
Second Annual Miller Gong
Show was held in Rolla at the
Attic Lounge. For the many
people who went to the
production, they saw several
good acts and a couple bad ones
as well as several outrageous
ones. The whole night was
summed up best by one of the
members of the audience when
he said, "In between the LONG
intermissions, there were a
couple of good acts."
The master of ceremonies for
the night was Matt Christian,
St. Pat's Board Rep, and the
entire show was coordinated
and put together by Gary
Underwood, the President of
the St. Pat's Board. The judges
who had prestigious (?) honor
of scoTing or gonging the
contestants
were
Dan
Breckerle, the President of
UMR's Interfraternity CounCil,
John Eash, the President of
Theta Tau Omega, and last but
certainly not least, Brian
Chancey, the Treasurer of the
St. Pat's Board.
Before the event began, I had
a chance to briefly talk to the
judges about their difficult job
of scoring the talent in the show.
While they didn't have anything
significant to say that the time,
it was obvious that they were
planning on having a good time
and were not worried about
making some, if any, of their
classes Wednesday. Finally, I
asked them if they had any last
words before the show began.
Responding to my question,
they all agreed that they hope
that they would still be in a
condition to judge the last act
when it finally rolled (or should
this be poured) around early
Wednesday morning.
The night started off on the
right (or was it the wrong) note
when the first act, The Twin
Fiddlers, was not gonged and
received a very generous score
of 19 from the semi-sober
judges. Several pitchers of beer
later, the first fatality of the
night occured when the act
"Don and Paul" was gonged by
the judges in approximately 20
seconds, although it seemed
more like an eternity for most
of lbe members of the audience.
In the judges mind, it wasn't a
question as to whether or not
the act should be gonged, but
only which judge could put
himself as well as the audience
out of their misery in the fastest
possible time.
As the evening progressed,
there were several interesting
.(as in strange) acts in the show,
like one called "My Dog Spit"
and a bad Steve Martin
impression completed wim the
arrow through head as well as
"happy feet" . Another unusual
act was titled "Mohammed
Tommy", which was a 2-minute
version of the movie "Rocky;;.
Besides including a bit of
shadow boxing and one-arm
pushups, the finale was the
boxer drinking 6 raw eggs.
. After the act, I had a chance to
talk to "Mohammed Tommy",
alias Tom O'Keefe, about his
act. First of all, I asked Tom
why he did It. He said, "I
needed the money to post bail
to get my uncle, John U'Keefe,
out. " Then I asked him what he
thought
of
his
score.
Mohammed Tommy replied, "I
thought my act was the best in
Sight, and I think the judges
ripped me off tonight because
my first name is Mohammed

and my last Is Tommy and
there ain't no one greater than
ME!"
Unfortunately,
the
judges didn't agree with
Tommy, and gave him a score
of only 25.
At the end of the show, the
trophies and prizes were
awarded. The most unusual act
went to "A.A. K. and The Funk
Bees", which was an act
combining soul music, killer
bees and the Blues Brothers all
into one. Although it sounds like John Eq$ch, President of Theta Tau Omega, gives a low score to one of the acts that
a strange combination, and it survived the gong in the background. The other two judges looking on are Brian Chaney,
was, they still scored an almost- Treasurer of the Sf. Pat's Board on the left, and Dan Beckerle, President of the Inperfect score of 29. For their traf
Council, on the r
C
Se-ck)
efforts, the trio received a 2-foot
trophy and a check for $26.39.
On the serious side of the
show, there was a three-way tie
for the award of the best act of
the night. After several minutes
of discussion by the judges, it
was decided to let each of the
acts perform again and allow
the audience to select the
winner. The audience selected
the act "Snowbound" which
was a lovely young female
singer with an excellent voice
and a great ability to play the
acoustic guitar.
Overall, the Second Annual
Miller Gond Show was a good
time and it proved that a few
people in Rolla rea.lly have
some talent. Finally, it also No, this is not a remake of the Post Raisin Bran "Raisins" commercial. It is, however,
showed that other people in two killer bees and the Blues Brothers together on stage for the Gong Show. The act,
Rolla are not playing with a full entitled" A,A. K. und the Funk Bees", was voted the most unusual act of the night.
( Photo by Seck)
deck, to say the least.

Ride high with
. Mostek!
High Technology. High Expectations. High Visibility
You'll find them all at Mostek ... and more.
Although founded as recently as
1969, we have already emerged
as a recognized leader in the
fields of memories, microcomputers , memory systems and
telecommunications. Couple this
growth environment with an
outstanding location in a North
Dallas suburb, and you ' ll find a
highly desirable situation for
yourself.
A wide range of engineering and
other professional opportunities
are available. We' ll be visiting
your campus shortly, so sign up
for an interview at the placement
office.
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Tbe first of the guidelines that
tbe faculty submitted to the
Chancellor
Included
an
administration tbat would be
EDitorial
streamlined, and be responsive
and accessible to both students
and faculty. I have some
Comment
interesting Input on this.
The Cbancellor stated in his
(Cont. from p. 1)
reply to this guideline that by
making fewer major Offices,
be's
streamlined
the
W1!at be's done is
Reorga niza tion: organization.
streamline
the
students'
primary
voice
In
the
that you want them arranged.
administration, the Dean of
Whether or not It's good Is
Student Affairs, down from a
another question. If you look at
major office with direct input to
It from the administration's
the top administrative official,
point of view, It looks like
teo Cbancellor, and dropped It
they're being moved around
into the sbuffle of other minor
like pieces on a cbessboard,
offices under the provost.
arranged just to please the
I'lllaik more about this later.
cbancellor.
Tecbnlcally
Now for the part that It be
speaking, this Is true. Tbe
responsive and accessible to
Cbancellor possibly wants to do
both faculty and students. Tbe
things bere as be saw done at
Cbancellor slated that this
Maryland (where be was
depended on people. OK,
provost), and there Is certainly
Cbancellor, let's slart at tbe top
nothing wrong with that
- you. Last week, I walked Into
because he's bringing that
the Cbancellor's office and
added wealth of experience
asked bis secretary for an
with blm. However, the
appointment
with
the
Is
totally
administration
Cbancellor. The reason I
confused by the changes taking
wanted to see blm was so that I
place. For instance, the
could find out bis views on these
Cbancellor feels that "for many
matters that I'm writing about
years business and Industry
now and allow him to defend his
bave benefitted from the
pOSition. I was told that any
periodic rotation of key
interviews with the press could
For
tbis
adm inistrators."
not be conducted without the
reason, many personnel are
presence of Dudley Cress,
being required to cbange
of
University
Director
positions around. Once again,
Relations. I found out the
wbether or not tbls is a smart
reason for this later - as the
move at tbe university level is
Chancellor'S PR man, Mr.
anotber
question.
His
Cress is supposed to be there
reorganization also calls for tbe
during Interviews to make sure
moving of offices, eqUipment,
that tbe Chanceloor does not
etc.
say anything that could be
He has eliminated some taken as University policy tbat
positions, and removed some wasn 't supposed to be taken as
people from positions that still
exist. This is tbe one issue tbat I University poiicy. in otiter
watchdog the
feel most strongly about, in tbat words, to
Dean Ponder, Dean of Student Cbancellor. Even though Mr.
Affairs, was removed. But I'll Cress denies that he's there as a
talk more about tbat later. It's watehdog, what would you call
been a long time since tbe it? Anyway, there went my
administration
bas
been chance to see him alone and
juggled around, and not many interview him - even in his 8-9
people of the administrative and 4-5 office hours, I found out.
personnel are feeling very Since I was to interview the
man for the paper, Dudley
comfortable about it. Maybe
also to be there.
they'll get used to it, or maybe it was
OK . So I called up Dudley
will bring less efficiency from Cress and asked him to arrange
tbe-- administrative personnel a time for an interview so that I
and more confusion. I don't could talk to the Chancellor
know; only time will tell. It about his reorganization. I gave
looks like a big cbessboard to him wbat I considered to be a
me with the Cbancellor making large time span to choose from
all the moves. Anyway, all this
any time Wednesday,
is just background information Friday, or any other time if
about wbat I wanted to talk
those didn't work out. I called
about - namely, how it's going back and got my response: the
to affect the students.
Chancellor is going to be busy
P-K4
with budget hearings for a
Looking at tbe diagram below while. Oh, I figured. Well, I
(or above, depending on wbere could see that; after all, he is a
we put It on tbe page), you can
busy man. "Well," I said,
easily see tbat wbere there
"what about next week?"
were ten administrative units
" Sorry," came the reply, "the
before, there are only six now.
Chancellor'S going to be busy
Take a closer look at the
for a while. How about
diagram, though. Three of the
sometime after the first of
departments bave remained
March?"
exactly the same : School of
And thafConversation was at
Mines and Metallurgy, School the beginning of last week of Engineering, College of Arts February 5. Easily accessible?
and Sciences. The structuring Come on, now. I try to give the
of tbese three has remained the man a chance to defend his
same, even though tbey've been position on a matter that I am
given some extra duties. These going to attack, and I can't get
duties include taking full
to interview him until after the
responsibility
for
the first of March? Well, I can do
"scientific,
tecbnical,
and withoutbis defense.
professional merit of proposals
One of the other guidelines
for grants and for the quality of that was presented to the
dissertations." In short, stu· Chancellor
concerned
have
tQ. consideration
dents "n't
of
previous
of
present
1(0
through
the evaluations
Graduate Office with their administrators.
The
tbeses or for any other Chancellor's reply to this was
requirement. Needless to say, pretty good: "Consideration of
tbis pleased the graduate, present
and
previous
students immensely (plus 1 for evaluations of administrators
given
in
this
the students!). This means that was
the other seven have torn down, reorganization." Sounds good
reconsidered and regrouped on paper, huh? But did the
Into tbree other offices. O.K. Chancellor really carry this
Now for the meaty part of the out? This is all leading up to my
favorite topic in this editorial:
editorial.
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CAMPUS ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS
Current
1. Office of the Chancellor
2. External Affairs
3. Provost and Dean of Faculties
4. Graduate School
5. Extension and Continuing Education
6. Student Affairs '
7. Business Office
8. School of Mines and Metallurgy
9. School of Engineering
10. College of Arts and Sciences

New
1. Office of the Chancellor

2. Office of the Provost
3. Administrative Services
4. School of Mines and Metallurgy
5. School of Engineering
6. College of Arts and Sciences

OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR
Organizational Structure
Chancellor
Affirmative Action
Alumni-Development
MSM-UMR Alumni Association
Development Office
Institutional Analysis and Planning
Research
University Relations
Public Information
Publicans
Public Broadcasting
Public Events

(

OFFICE OF THE PROVOST
Organizational Structure
Provost
Admissions
Computer Center
Dean of Continuing Education and Public Service
Dean of Graduate Study
Dean of Students
Student Activities
Publications, Student Center. Intramurals,
Social Functions, Social Organizations
Special Programs
Minority, Women, Handicapped, International,
Veterans
Student Services
Counseling, Financial ASSistance,
Cooperative, Housing, Minority Engineerlnl!.
Orientation. Placement
Honors Program
Intercollegiate Athletics
Library and Learning Resources
Library, Archives and Manuscripts, Museum,
Audio·visual Services
Rel(istrar

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Organizational Structure
Administrative Planning
Budget Analysis and Planning
Risk Management, Safety, Handicapped,lnsurance
Sapce Utilization
Facilities Analysis and Planning
Auxiliary Services
University Center
Bookstore
Food Service and Vending
Housing and Dormitories
Business Services
_
Administrative Data Processing
Financial Services
Budget Office
Spo,nsored Programs
Human Resources
Personnel, Temporary Personnel, Health Services, Staff
Benefits
Purchasing
Physical Plant
Physical Plant
Motor Pool
Grounds and Building Maintenance
Heating Plant
Services for Instruction and Research
University Police
the "defenestralion" of Dean
Ponder.
Q-B3
Some of you may be
wondering what defenestration
is: for all you history buffs, you
will recall from European
History that an envoy from a
certain country was sent to
Prague for a regular meeting,
expecting really nothing out of
the ordinary. During the
meeting, an argument ensued
of
the
and
several
representatives of Prague
threw the envoys out the
window (defenestration means
"out the window") into a pile of
manure. In my opinion, history
has repeated himself as the
Chancellor has thrown Dean
Ponder, former Dean of Student
Affairs, out the window into a
pile of manure.
Dean Ponder (soon to be Mr.
Paul Ponder, Registrar) has
been
with
this
campus
approximately
24
years,
serving in the capacity of
Assistant
Registrar
and
Assistant Dean and lately Dean
of Student Affairs. Never have I
seen a man so devoted to his
work. Dean Ponder was
interested in student affairs. He
even helped organize the
Student Placement Office and
UMR Counseling Services. I'll

wager money that no one here
at UMR knows more about the
laws and rules of not only UMR
but the whole UM system more
than ex-Dean Ponder. r can
remember times when the
paper was in jams, or in trouble
with other departments on
campus, or in trouble about
staff members on prObatiOn,
and Dean Ponder always took
care of us (as does our advisor,
Dr. Curt Adams, by the way).
The man stood up for the
students; he likes to work with
them; he was in that position
for quite some time and doing
what I and most students and
even most of the faculty and
adm inistrators considered a
good job. As a matter of fact, I
found nothing but praise for the
man wherever I turned. But I
figured that the Chancellor
merely
considered
the
"previous evaluation" of the
man and put him in the position
of Registrar - a position that I
know Mr. Ponder ranks under
Dean of Students Affairs on his
favorite positions' list. Well,
during the interview that
Marilyn Kolbet and Bob
Burchett of the "Miner "
conducted with the Chancellor
several weeks ago, I had them
ask him why he " defenstrated",
or ousted, Dean Ponder. I
expected some reasons as to

what had possibly been bad on
the man's evaluation, and
instead I got back the classic
response, "I felt it was an
appropriate change at tbis
time."
Woah; everybody jump back
ten feet. "I felt it was an
appropriate change at this
time." Let's go back again to
one
of
the
Chancellor's
in
his
guidelines
reorganization: responsiveness
of the administration depends
on the people in the position.
Certainly
the
Chancellor
himself should be more
responsible than to say that "it
waS an appropriate change at
this time." What are some
reasons - I mean some real
reasons as to why Dean Ponder
was "defenestrated"? Well,
since I can't see the Chancellor
until after the first of March, I
guess I'll have to wait a while
for the answer to that question.
All I know is this - I can see no
good reasons why, Dean Ponder
was ousted and I'm eagerly
awaiting the Cbancellor's reply
with open ears, My only hope is
that the committee picked to
find another Dean of Student
Affairs spits back only one
name - Mr. Paul Ponder,
Registrar. Yes, Virginia, either
(Continued on p. 20
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"Run For Your Life" ten members of the "Raiders" a Military Science Department
organization, received their 50 mile certificates from the U.S. Army Infantry School "Run
for Your Life Program." Pictured are left to right Jim McGallagher, Richard Cross, Fred
Mathis, Bob Knowles. Back row, LTC Charles G. Marvin, Michael Mertz, Michael
Vaughn, Jeff Arensmeier, and Bill Bockelman. Not pictured are Thomas Gentry and Mike
Parry.

Professor's
Absence Explained
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Dr. Ingrid Deicb, assistant
professor of sociology was
reported missing on Friday,
Feb. 2nd. Dr. Erwin Epstein
chairman
of the
UMR's
jepartment of Social Sciences
said that Mrs. Deich had been
missing since Monday, January
29th. Also missiDl!. thoulZh no
report was filed by M r~.
Deich's husband-Dr. Werner
Deich.
Officeer Larry Farnham, of
the Rolla Police Department
was
in
charge
of
the
investagation, which had few
clues. The Deich's home was
found in a neat and orderly
fashion and the refrigerator
well-stocked, Farham said. All
toilet articles where gone as
well as some clothing.
Farham stressed that he
found no evidence of foul play.
He said that be though they left
" hurridly, but carefully and of
their own volition."
No one appeared to know why
Mrs.
Deichs
seemingly
dissappeared. One incident that
occured on the same day she
was last seen did raise some
questions.
"The last day she was seen, a
male came to ber class,"
Farham said. "She stepped
outside and spoke to him for
about five minutes."
When she went into the
corrider to talk she closed the
door,
which
is
unusual
according to students he
interviewed, Farham said.
When she came back s~e
apologized for the Interruption
and
mentioned 'that
her
husband has been doing
research, added Farham.
Epstien who has talked to lOIS of Mrs. Deich's students has
reported that he has been
getting conflicting stories on the
condition of Mr. Deich after she
returned to the class. Some say
she seemed upset-others say
she didn't.
Students
asid
that
" something seemed to be on her
mind that was not there
before," added Garham.
At any rate, she finished her
class, which meet at 1:30 pm.
then held her 2: 30 class before
telling Epstein she was ill and
was going home. That as the
last he saw her.
Mrs. Deich has been at UMR
since 1976. She holds a PhD in
sociology from UMC and a MS
and a BS degree from
universities in Duesseldoff and
Berlin. Although a German
citizen, she has been a reSl<lent
of the U.S. since 1972.
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Novelties That Serve A Purpose

:

MAGNETIC

CLIPS- Attach to steel
memos . etc. together
STEEL TAPE MEASURE

surface . Clip :
•

6 Ft .

Just as the police were
AND MARRIAGE FOLLOWED:
MONEY CLIP- With knife blade and nail file.
getting into a full scale
WERNER TO HIS NEW i
KEY RING- With chain and belt clip .
~
investagation, which involved
YOURK PLACE IN MEXICO
putting information on Mrs. FORMAL
LETTER
OF:
SCOTCH TAPE- With refillable dispenser.
:
Deich on a tele-type that sends
RESIGNATION
WILL:
COASTERS- 6 per pack
•
information to law enforcement
FOLLOW INGRID DEICH"
agencies across the country.
The
reference
to her • THERMO STEINS- Matching 8 oz . and 16 oz. with Joe :
Just
as the news of the
husband's New Y'ourk place i l ·
Miner logo
•
CIGARETTE LIGHTERS- Both Bic and stainless steel
disappearance became hot
cause's most of the confusion . It
news, a telegram arrived at
is speculated, however, that the
refillable fluid.
Ii
Epsteins office. The telegram - reference is a typographical is --~::-:-:-::::-::::-::-=-=~~~=~~~---:------oC
evidently came form Mrs. error and should read, New
SALT & PEPPER SHAKERS- Glass and ceramic
I
Deich.
It
contained
no
York place.
•
All items contain UMR logo or seal imprint
I
punctuation, and was written in
Epstein said Friday he is
•
I
all caps. It arrived as follows:
sati~fied the telegram was sent
~
'VERY SORRY FOR MY
by Dr. Deich. That apparently
;
DISAPPEARANCE HAD TO
will close the case for the Rolla
Phon 341 4296
~
CHOOSE BETWEEN WORK
police.
-.................
-;, ;".-';~ .-.'.-~"
.JI

UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST

ENGINEERING CAREERS

AT HONEYWELL...
CHALLENGES IN
ADVANCEDTECHNOLOG~
For the engineer ready to meet the challenges of modern
technology , HONEYWELL's Defense Systems Division
provides rea l growth opportunities and the latest In
sophisticated equipment. Major areas of technological
advancement will occur in the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated Circuit Design
Structural Dynamics
Hydraulics
Material Science
Hybrid Circuit Design
Aerodynamics
RF Components
Mission Analysis
Millimeter Wave Component s

We are seeking exceptional people at all degree levels in
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. Successful applicants will
find themselves involved in projects related to the
concep tu alization . design, development , test and
manufacture of products using advanced technologies.
We can say that we are a growing division, but then who isn't
these days; we can say that we can offer you a technical
cha llenge , but many others can offer you that too. What we
can say t hat most ot hers can't, is that engineers like to work
in the Defense System Division , they like the atmosphere,
the exceptional team work , the fact that people can see their
ideas put to use, that problems are solved, not covered up -and best of al l individual recognition for your
accomplishments.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:
Thursday, February 22
* For other degree opportunities see our schedule in your placement office_
HONEYWELL INC.
Defense Systems Division
An Equal Opporlunlf y Employer

HoneYlNel1
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'THE MOVE IS ON TO NATIO-NAL'
Where More than the Price is Right ...and the Price is Rightl

Wilson's Corn King

R_B. Rico's, Wholo Hog

Sliced Bacon

NOTICE
the advent,.d

Pork Sausage

~~IS1

It Iny 01
It~ • • r. not
... nable during the p.,lod CO'Ief.cl by'hls
NaUonal Super Market, Inc .• Ad".,U, ..

mint, yo u .,. enUtied to. slmll.r product
01 equa l or beller qu.llty IS • l ubl tllul.
lor 11'1. Idnrtl,ed price (or lower price, Of
I' your opUon you ma.,. "'IU • " R.ln
Checll;" to pureh ... the .d....rU . .d pro-

~~~1&8

VACUUM PACI<EO

24.(lZ. FlOllS2 .• '

duct.t. I.,., IIm •• t the advertlseel price.
Th. WAS Price. In thll Advertisement Reter to

~hh:wL:~ec~~:I:~.:;II::.SNg;~~~·egl~:r :~:~:! IOIIIUSS IEEf snw
Ar. Nol "Speclel, " ,." "Super

lOll. . SIIAJ(S

III STEAKS

"

C£NTEACUTlI. I2.2f

S~ecl.I." .

$2"

IEEF CUIE STEAKS

SUCDIAC. .

co.

Portion Ham

"llc
I.AUIISCHWEI5EI

co

98

HALFHAMLB. Sl .89

e

SMOKED SAUSA5E

co.

CENTER CUT lB. '1 .88

$1

98

BEEFSAUS"'GEOAPOLn"'L8. n .09

@
II<S

VOU/oiGTENOEA

", SUCED lEEF lIVEI co.
VEAALIHOLIV£A19

6ge~,.s OSC...A .....vEAlINI\

" .29 .IEAKFAST SAUSAIIE co

I 'c

5219

FRESH HEALTHFUL JU ICY

Grapefruit

SPICY-FRESH

8lb 5149 M;1~:ma 5139
5L;;.':5100 ~SF:~100

WHITE JUICY GRAPEFRUIT

RUBY·REO GRAPEFRUIT

fLORIDA , FIRM AND PLUMP

Juicy
Oranges

Et~~179

Large Eggplant

@

MOS T POPULAR SALAD VEGETABLE

--;:: Romaine Lettuce
fLORIDA , FRESH B SIZE REO

Creamer Potatoes
CEllO PACKAGES-FRESH

Red Radishes

N:t~:m14 FarSl o0
L;rz~· 8 for 51°0

C

'''h 39
Lb.69C
4Lb. 5100
5 ..,, 51 00
Pkg s.

FL ... VOAF UL

Golden
Carrots

Red
Cherry
Green
Potatoes Tomatoes Onions
10 ...~~~;:.g &ASS9 C EA] \!!¥4IS1)

,~::, agc2 PI~ 1 SL:,~1

TEMPLE

Oranges

When You Purchase 3-Lb. Ba9

Yellow Onions

3,!.'

TROPICANA

Orange
~ Juice
.

:!149
Sun-Maid Jonathan
Apples
Raisins

E!f;~j\'

{WAS 99c]

5'129 agc

2l~1!I11
iI •
Can

WITH CO UPO N BEL OW
AND S10 .00 PORCH ASE

Wl1hCouponBelow

National

Pretzels
~ Brook's
TANGY

\:;y Catsup

2 51 00
,0<0,.
Boll,.

3/$100

b
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Coffee House
Entertainment
By LINDA MARIE PONZER
After eleven years in the
musical field, Allen Ross brings
to his audience a rare blend of
rock-n-roll, blues, country and
folk in the style that is his own.
What started back in 1966 with
Ross being a member of a high
school rock-n-roll band has
progressed Into a super
dynamic blend of humor, talent
and personality.
Ross's serious involvement
with rock-n-roll began In
Kansas in 1969. During this time
he published two complete Rock
Worship Services and spent one
summer performing them at
the Lake of the Ozarks. He also
had
a
Christmas
carol
published
through
the
Ecumenical Campus Ministry.
During 1971-72, Ross was a
member of the bar band, Fatty
Lumpkin - though the band
never made It out of the bar,
they did do some gigs with such
performers as Kansas, Morning
Star, Granny's Bathwater, and
Rush. They also did outdoor
concerts in the Saint Louis and
Kansas City areas.

I~ I

His music career was
interrupted as his number was
called by Uncle Sam. After his
hitch in the armed forces, Ross
emerged with his music Interest
greatly increased. His writing
and performance quality also
was greatly Improved.
Following these three years,
Ross spent one year at the
Goldman School of Music and
Art in New Jersey. He also
became quite familiar with the
folk scene in New York and
even did a gig there before he
and his wife came to settle in
Missouri. As he puts it, he
settled where "the Ozark
foothills begin to rise from the
Great Plains."
Iu the past two years, Ross
has
been
perfor ming
doing
everywhere,
from
country clubs to grade schools
to playing electric bass for a
lounge-disco band. Ross will be
performing here at UMR on
February 24, at 8:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m. in Centennial Hall.
This performance is brought to
you through the Student Union
Board. It is free with a valid
UMR 10. FREE COFFEE!!

Fabiance's Magic Show will be here Wednesday, Feb_ 21, 1979_
( Photo by H. Burfora,

Relax Musi cally

III

Ediletters

STATEMENTOF POLICY
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent the opinion or policies of the
MISSOURI MINER_ The ediletters section is the sanctuary of the general public. All
letters submitted will, as in the past, be printed in their unaltered and original form when
space in this newspaper permits.

More Concerts!
Dear Editor:
Well about last fall in
Septem ber, I believe there was
an article in the Miner about
the troubles in getting concerts.
In that article it was reported
that there was only (the
following is a quote from that
miner) "$19,000 for four
concerts. Until that budget is
increased by profits fron
concerts, there can be no really
big name bands. In other words
- until students sjart attending
better, no really famous bands
will come to UMR." I think
that's a crock of potatoes!!
Listed below are the fallacies
and misrepresentations of the
above quote, as I see them :
1. The article Implies that no
famous groups will come to
Rolla. Well how about the
following: Michael Stanley
Band;
Starcastle (twice) ;
Nektar; Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
(twice); Hamilton, Joe Frank,
and Dennyson; Pure Prarie

o

a
'ei~
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I
I
II

The staff of the Miner Informs
the student body and other
readers of this newspaper that
NEWS
SPOTLIGHT
and
articles
are
written
as
objectively as possible and are
intended only to express the
opinions of those persons
Interviewed, not those opinions
of the Miner staff, unless
otherwise stated.

League;
Head
East ;
Brownsville
Station;
:Jim
Stafford,
Kansas
(twice) ;
Pavlov's Dog; Ozark Mountain
Don McLean;
Daredevils;
Dave Loggins, James Gang ;
REO Speedwagon; Sha-Na-Na;
John Hartford; Ted Nugent;
Neil Sedaka ; Mason PrOffit;
Fanny ; Ides of March; John
Denver; Sugar Loaf, and Grass
Roots . Since I was only at Rolla
a few years, these are the only
concerts that occurred while I
was at UMR. However It sure
seems to be that there are a few
famous bands that are listed
above.
2. The article also mentions
that concerts should be better
attended. Why? Why should
students pay to attend a concert
such as Jean-Luc Ponty. If
those In charge of the SUB
especially the General Lectures

Committee, remember the
original idea of charging for
concerts was to help pay part of
the cost of concerts. So that
other concerts could be kept
free - thus more concerts per
year. So how about some free
concerts!
3. The article also implies
that there is only $19,000 for
concerts. Well how about the
carryover from last year of
$13,000. (this figure came from
Miner page 6, April 20, 1978) . I
believe that this totals $32,000.
- Isn't that enough money for
concerts?
4. Given below are two
examples of Income and
Expenses for two concerts in
Fall of 1977.
1. Starcastle Concert Sept. 24,
(Cont. on p. 14)

SOURCE: CPS
If you want to do well on a

test, maybe you should take it
while listening to music.
Dr. 'B. Everard Blanchard of
Chicago's DePaul University
says that students who listen to
music while fill ing out their test
books generally are less
anxious and get higher grades
than those who don 't have
music in their classrooms.
According to Zodiac New
Service. Blanchard divided 254

DePaul students with similar
academic skills into three
groups. He gave them all an
exam, but had one group labor
in silence while another group
listened to classical music, and
a third group hII'd rock music.
The two groups listening to
music, it turned out, had lower
blood pressure and pulse rates
during the test than the students
who didn't hear music. They
also ended up with higher
grades on the test.

__

.....•..............•...

.

It has been demonstrated that the sudden clangor
of alarm clocks employed to awaken sleepers is
actually detrimental to the health of individuals sO
aroused. The suggestion was made to construct
alarm devices that emit steadily increasing sound
levels to bring one more gently out of sleep. In order
to curtail the possible use of expensive Circuitry, I
propose simply the installment of a large capacitor
in parallel with the noise-making device. As the
capacitor is charged, more and more voltage will be
allowed to reach the alarm , giving the less
detrimental Increase in sound. In order to ensure the
awakening of the individual, the capacitor may be
wired to discharge through the hand as the alarm is
shut off.

By CLAUDE CRAIN

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
by Tim Downs
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Have Y ou Ever?
by KenJones
Have you ever,
Gone to the restroom and
found that there Is no toilet
tissue In the entire rest"room ?
Answered the phone and the
person asks "Old your phone
ring?"
Told someone a whole mouth
full of Information and then
have them say to you, "Could
you say that again?"
Looked all over the place for
your wallet only to find that you
already have It In your pocket?
Have you ever,
Been told to, "H ave an
evening! "
Answered the phone and the
person asks, "Is this the party
to whom I am speaking?"
Been waiting at a stop light-on
your motorcycle, the light turns
green, you ·put It In gear, and
the motorcycle goes backward

and falls over with you stili
hanging on?
Have you ever,
Pushed on the hinged side of a
door when leaving a building?
Found that the book you just
purchased lor $15.00 contains
nothing but blank pages? .
Had·a person asi you how old
you are, you then tell them and
then they asi "Why?"
Have you ever,
Tripped over something In
public and then look around to
see If anyone saw you?
Had a bee or wasp enter your
car while you are driving down
a windy road?
Pulled on a door that you
inow Is locked?
Have you ever,
Gone to class to taie a test
and find that someone has
removed the batteries Irom

your calculator?
Noticed that people play with
the nearest object when they
are talking on the phone?
Been asked to be quiet
because the driver cannot see to
drive?
Tried to use the salt or pepper
shaker and have the lid lall 011
spilling the enUre contents all
over your dinner?
Been at a fancy restaurant
and the Christmas tree falls
over onto your table?
Have you ever,
Been told that you are pretty
old for your age?
Pretty tall for your height?
Pretty big for your size?
Told someone before you go to
bed, "Will you get me up belore
you get up?"
Have you ever,
Been asied lor your LD.

.,,'11'-____ . ,.

..

·~"'aI-"'''''-''''''¥''''--''''.-~=-'''''¥''''--'''IlI''-~'.=_
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animals seated on the floor 01
Klel
stormed
the
stage
prompting Bob Weir to request
that they "be eool." It Is our
collective opinion that this
resulted In the premature end of
the 4 hour bash. If It weren't for
those crazed lunatics, we might
still be there digging on the
music of Uncle John's one-andonly Band.
Tonight on the verangeaSliver Show tune in at 9 and you
will thrill to tJae lOund 01
Jethro Tull's album "TnIS
Was'" Then at 10:30 PM Cheech
and Chong will go up in smoke
on
KMNR's
Kamedy
Kovalcade . Sunday on "Blues
ror Rolla" Scott will leature
"Travellln' With The Blues" lor
Tom Mcfarland at 8 PM . At
midnight on "Changes" at
midnight will be "W atch the
Time" by Joe Beck . Monday on
"Mellow Monday" will be an
album from Dragon entitled
"Are you Old Enough" at 4 PM .
The "Roiling Bozo Revue" will
feature the new double album
from M Ike Oldfield called
"Incantations" beginning at the

SPECIAL PRICE SALE
listen to KCLU for details.

___- ' ,..,

~.. ~"'''=_.'''¥-'''''_''''''.-~_.''''¥'''''''

Old you ever wake up to find
that you were the eyes of the
world? Or did you ever looi
outside on a clear JIlibt and see
a dark star rising' II you
haven't then you've been
missing something. Many of us
folk from around these parts
had the opportunity to taie a
trip down to Terrapin Station
last weekend and It was a real
nifty experience. Jerry Garcia
wilted more than a few persons
with his strlng-ed Instrument
and the vlbartlons from the
bass of Phil Lesh were
benevolently stentorian. The
sound system was only half of
that from the early days but
was more than adedquate to
generate and separate all the
sounds that were necessary .
The part that blew the most
people away, however, was the
magnificent
drum
and
percussion solo perfomed by
Kllly K. and Mickey Hart. I.t
will
probably
never
be
duplicated In this or any other
universe. The only bummer 01
the entire evening was toward
the end when quite a few of the

temperature is 10 degrees
below zero?
Had a bird fly into your car
while driving on the highway?
Had the entire arm Irom the
windshield wiper fly 011 the car
during a heavy downpour?
Gotten a rocking chair stuck
in the rear seat of your car and
ha ve to destroy it to get it out?
Have you ever,
Received a letter Irom a
Iriend,
correct
all
the
grammatical mutakes, and
then return lt~
Had an entire door lall 011 and
land on the ground right after
you have passed through?
Tripped over a Q-rip that you
lound on the floor of a roller
skating rink?

Yes! 3 Day Sale

Groundwaves
v_

when buying a soda?
Pushed on • door that says
pull and pull on a door that says
push?
.
Had to choose between two
items, such as large or small
and. then simply reply with a
year?
Have you ever.
Noticed that when people
stand in an elevator everyone
laces the door?
Reached into a loaf 01 bread
and always choose pieces that
are towards the center and not
on the ends?
Have you ever,
Had the hood of your car slide
011 when you stop lor a stop
sign? Had the car window fall
down inside the door when the

M

special time 01 11 PM. Jone
Holdman will bring at least an
hour of Hot Tuna your way on
Tuesday night beginning at 11
P.M. Then,to ftDIIb off the
week sides 3 IJId 4 of Todd
Rundgren's
latest
release
"Back To The Bars" will be
featured at 9 AM on Wesnesday
followed at mldDlIbt by the first
live sides of "Savoy Sessions"
from Charlie Parker as the
Ollicial Ward Silver brings
"Imrovisations" to the anxious
ears of all Roll-ites. Happy
listening and remeber to not
lade away .
J .R.

BUICK~
SPECIAL DEALS · Special financing especially
designed for UMR graduates.

BUY NOW AND SAVE AT

Schweiss Motor Co., Inc.
Olds -Buick · AMC Jeep
500 Hwy . 63 South Rolla . Mo .
Open 8 to 7 Sat till 4 p .m .

I___leAIG®

ZENO'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE

~ \

HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK
Box 70
Rolla, Mo.

Phone: 364-1301
Mdrlln Spring Dr.

:lr····:·:·CUS:T(iM:·:·:·s6ffN:'(j'<·:·:SY''S'T'fM<S«<·::.:
::: We have qua l ity audio components 10 meet your needs . :::
:::
Top brand names at lowest prices'
:::
Receivers
Technic s
:::
Turntables
Pioneer

I~~~~tif~~~~:o~f~~~f;~:~~::~:,

-Slide-Out Bracket
-Volume, Balance
And Tone Controls
-Manual Eject
-Locking Fast

Hwy: 72 at Pele Ave . •

Fo rward and Rewind
-Stereo / Matrix
Ci rcu itry
-End of Tape
Indicator Light

Rol la . Mo . •

364 · }'7 15
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We have
positions ,t o fill.
lor

!)/t'J'irlnll ( .(/1 11'' ' ntis ('It/lnl lhl' .Ii}!./i!
! Of/l O'TOfJ!" S I'''''I''K)' Ihl'
. , /1/01'11/ ('quiet/ /f lll o/f.J!'IIr. " TIlt,f r olll-p a/!.t' i lltlll.l"l l)' 'na/\ l add i llg Ihl'
I/(llio l/ ',)' KIn/It's! rhfl //t'flj(f I/l'l'd'i SIIpl'l10r PIlj!.ill fPriflf!, KrtldllfilfS.
lI i' ({I1i pilI ),fJllrs/:i//., I Olli'od: N Oli'. K(/IWIS {.'ity POlliW'& l .ii/II

plt/rP ),0 11 IIOfJ!' fJdll'l1' you r dlls.l'ffllllf'.(
iJ:,'i// Or ;1I .f/Cf'J'f(/lX: tlf jilin It''CI'!\' (~f (/If/n ority I,"d 11'.I"Pf/II.l'ibilil)' lJ!.'ilh

/ttl.\' rilOirr 1'(11('1'1" opt'lIillgS ,nal

('III'IJ i n,f.(s IIlId /}('IIf'/il .f / 0 1I/(llrh.

Kan sas C it y P o wer & Li g ht Co mpany is a billio n-d o lla r
utility and e ne rgy s uppli e r to ove r a millio n peo ple in a majo r
comm e rcial a nd indu stri a l ce nte r e ncompass in g 23 counties in
two s tates.
Beca use o f g ro wing t: ne rgy d e ma nd , ex pa ns io n , a nd promotion s . we need engineers wid1 1e ad e rship ca pabiliries [0 rake
over in rh ese key areas :

nd

ler

ou

ler

Electrical
Engineers
Fossil Plant Construction and
Engineering responsibilities invol\'c
power plant design re\'iew and modification, managing construction projects.
work scheduling (critical path). cost
controlling, procuring plant equipment,
o\'ersceing contractor performance. cost
and budget estimating.
System Planning Department
requires performing and analyzing
power systems, identifying potential
problems. developing altemati\<e plans
ens urin g both short~ and long-term
objectives of reliability and economy.
J-"' um il iarity with Fortran programming
is preferred for de\'e!oping and modifying
compu ter models in econometric and
reliability studies.
Rates and Regulations Department
needs sharp engineers to carry out
ana lyses of Cost of Sen'ice, Fair Value,
Load Research and Rate Design studies,
and to prepare budget forecasts. Also
will involve preparution and participa·
tion in regulatory cases, exhibits and
legal presentations. A requirement
here is a crcuti\'e ability in economic
c\'aluation as well as engineering skills.

Masters of
Business
Administration
Rates and Regulations Department
requires economics or financial oriented
MBA's with baccalaureate in Electrical.
Mechanical or Industrial Engineering
to conduct econometric research in
arcas of Cost of Sen' ice, Pair Value.
Load Research, Rate Design and
related financial analyses. Proficiency
in Fortra n programming is preferable, as
we ll as ability in dealing effectively with
both management and corporate needs,
Corporate Planning and Finance
Departments call for an MBA with an
economic or finance emphasis and a
degree in Electrical, Mechanical or
Industrial Engineering, Fam ili arity with
Fortran programmIng will be he lpful
in econometric modelling. expenditure
forecasting, system reliability analyses.
projection of optimum power unit
requirements, and efficiency stud ies.
This a lso will involve testimony and
exhibit preparation and presentq.tion
before regulatory agencies,

Mechanical
Engineers
I"'· ossi l Phtnt Construction and
Engineering will invoh'e power pl a nt
design review and modification,
managing construction projects. work
scheduling (critical path). cost controlling, procuring plant equipment,
o\'erseeing contractor performance
according to specification. cost and
budget estimation.
Power Plant Maintenance means
troubleshooting. KCPL is primarily
a coa l-fired system. and buming
coal means high maintenance levels.
Engineers must an a lyze equipment
fuilures. recommend design changes.
effect design modifications. streamline
openltional and maintenance procedures
and supervise installation of new plant
equipment. This also in\'oh'es Air
Quality Control-an area where KCPL
is a recogniz~ pioneer.

These select p'ositions offer immediate fulfillment
to career oriented graduates and provide excellent
opportunities for continued development toward top
management positions,
A year from now, your friends will still be talking
about the energy c,risis ... YOU will be solving it.

Our personnel representative will be on
campus March 2nd. For more information
or an appointment call the
placement office.
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HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

Developements For

Auto Parts-Acc_essories-Speed Equipment
Discount Prices To All
513 Hwy. 63 S.
364-5252

Dwellers In U.S.A.
By JEFF GORDON

Campus Digest News Service
If you live off campus' near a

university, you know how tough
it is to find a decent, cheap
apartment.
But for urban dwellers, the
situation is actually worse. In
Los Angeles, according to the
Wall Street Journal, 98 percent
of the apartments are filled . In

Seattle, 99 percent are filled.
Detroit has. a 97 percent
non vacancy rate and in Atlanta,
the rate is 98 percent.
For the student starting his
first job or for the professional
moving into a new city,
apartment hunting is an
impossible task.
People are being increasingly
forced to share an apartment
with frienas and relatives.

Classified Ads
TO PAPA BOB: Happy 21st! We miss your smell-good. Did you
run out? Let us know, we'll write the first lady. - From your two
favorite little sisters.
WANTED : People to have a wild and crazy time at AEPi,
Saturday, Feb. 24, at 8:00 p.m.
"To P.L.S. - Happy Birthday, and have a fun weekend from
D.Y."
Only 30 days til ST. PAT'S IS OVER!
Happy Birthday, Bobby! From Connie, M.B .-and P.B.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, LCle. May this one, your 21st, be a day you
will always remember. And may your future be full of joy and
happiness.
FOR SALE: '76 Nova 4-door, 4 new radial tires, 3 spd. manual,
low mUeage, must sell, will take best offer. Call 364-4289 ask for
Tom Burbridge.

But if the costs of new housing
doesn't drop, fewer families
will be moving out of
apartments
and
into
apartments.

FOR SALE: Cragar SST wheel w-Iug nuts and set of McGuard
Wheel Locs. 4\2" to 5" 5-lug bolt circle, vari-fit 2 - 14 x 6 std., 2 - 14 x
8 rev. offSet. Used only 6 mo. $250.
New Holley electric fuel pump - street $30.
Call 364-8490 after I p.m. - Roger.
EIGHTY PAGES OF FILTH, SMUT, AND PERVERSION will
be on the streets soon. It will satisfy your most deviant fantasies
and Ignite the fires of lust within you. Keep your eyes open for this
magnificent piece of erotica.
THE SIXTY-MINER IS COMING!

Lots of companies can give you a job that says engineer.
But how many give you a real engineer's responsibility?
In the Navy, you get it fast. Our nuclear propulsion officers start with a year of graduate-level engineering, at full
pay. Then on to nuclear-powered submarines, with hands-on
responsibility immediately. They travel the world, earn
$24,000 after four years, and get top benefits.

If that sounds like your kind of opportunity, speak to
your Campus Placement Office or send your resume to:
I

Lt. Jesse Trice, Dept. of Navy
210 W. 12th St., St. Louis, MO 63101
(314) 268-2505

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

WATCH FOR THE
HUGHES
RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.
Contact your placement office
for interview dates.
~

- -

--- -\------------;

: HUGHES:,
L _____ _ _ _ _____ _ ___ _ J

Cleating Ii new world with electronics

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

HEWLETT·PACKARD INTRODUCES
A NEW GENERATION
FOR SCIENCE/ENGINEERING.

FOR SALE: 1974 Flat, 124 Spider convertible; excellent
condition; new top and tires; low mUeage; 28 mpg. Call after 5:00
p.m. 3648746
1520 McClutcben, Apt. 5, Rolla, Mo .

1•

Apartment developers say
they are handcuffed by the high
prime interest rate, and at the
same time the soaring price~ of
new houses Is pushing up the
demand for apartments.
In addition, according to the
Journal, entrepreneurs are
converting
more
exist!ng
apartments into condominiums.
The down turn is bad,
experts, say, but at least it is
not as bad as during the midseventies recession.
Operators of apartments
complain about the rapid
inflation of utility prices and
other expenses which make
running an apartment complex
more and more difficult.
The only real growth in
apartment development has
been in the area of subsidized
housing.
And because Carter is trying
to
tighten the country's
financial belt for the next fiscal
year, the prospects for an
increase in subsidized nouslng
is pretty grim.
Perhaps the only bright spot
is the population decline in the
pool of young people projected
for the next few decades. -With
fewf;!r young people leaving
home or leaving college, at
least the demand for housing
will diminish somewhat.

65401.

THE NEW SERIES E.
Hewlett-Packard

HEWLEIT-PACKARD
IS WITHOUT EQUAl.

just established
a new stan dard of
excellence at an

In logic systems.
Series E calculators
use RPN logic exclusively. It 's the
syste m that di splays
intermediate results
for instant feedback;
the system that lets

affordable price.
Introduc ing Seri es E.
Easier to read.
Series E features a

~~>~

"i~~

new larger LED

.

":p....
,.~:

~'
\ IjI
)-

display. And commas
are inserted be tween
thousands for
improved readabili ty.
Checks you.
. Checks itself. Built-in
diagnost ic systems tell you: \vhen
you've performed an inco rrect
operati on. why it was incorrect,
and if the calcu lator isn't
working properly.
Accuracy_ We engi neered a new
level of accuracy into Series Eso you can trust your a nswers are
correct and complete.
Hewlett-Packard "ex tra s" are
s tandard . Low ba ttery wa rn ing
li ght; rechargeable batteries ;
posi ti ve cl ick keys; impact resi s tant
case.

J.nne

~

364-4~44

"

..
."
BISh~p,
.Rolla
're gonna hh us
"We've got a feehn you

1735 N.

you to try our new

Chef Salad
Also Try Our

SOUp & Salad Bar
And Our Dinner Salad

The HP-31E-Scienlific.

-----------COUPON------------

PIZZA BUCK

~ $1.00 OFF any

o

13" or 16" pizza.

nom et ri c. ex ponential and math
functions. Metric conve rsion s. Fixed/
scienti fi c d isplay modes w ith full
10 digit mantissa. 4 user memories.

The HP-32E-Advanced
Scientific with Statistics.

S80 ~

problems with ease
and consistency.
In documentation .
A complete modular
documentation system was designed
for Series E: Introductory Booklets; Owners' Manuals; Applications
Books for mat h, sta t, real estate
leasing. investme nt s and more.
In quality. Hewlett-Packard

EverYlhing the HP-3 IE is -and

quality. dependabil ity and reliabililY

more. More math and metrics. IS
user me mories. Hyperboiics, statistics. and ENG/ SCI/FI X display
modes. Decimal degree convers ions.

are engi neered into eve ry Series
E calcula tor.

The HP-33E-Programmable
Scientific. SIOO ~ 49 lines of fullymerged keycodes. Editing keys~
co ntrol keys and full range of condition al keys. B user memories.

EXCELLENCE AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE.
Don' t miss th ese exciting new
He wlett-Packard ca lculators. Come

in and see the HP-3IE and 33E
for yourself today. the HP-3IE will
be available in Jul y.

.~~,~~~ ~~~~~~C;=n~:,'u~nf ~~~!~:.b~ ·f~"~:.!~d

"Your pizza, pasta. sandwich & salad place"

1

S60~

Our new standard scientifi c. Trigo-

you solve lengthy

J

~

u

I
ExpiresFeh _ 21,1979
I
1____________ coupoN ___________ .J

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
Rolla, Missouri
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THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
COME TOGETHER!
HARRIS AND DALLAS
DALLAS, TEXAS is a city w ith a multitude af apportunities for every individual whatever their desires and is the third most
popular city in the United States for relocation purposes. DALLAS has a unique lifestyle and is definitely a dynamic place to
live ... you won't want to leave once you arrive!
HARRIS offers you the oppartunity for personal growth and career advancement in the realization of your career objectives. Entry level pOSitions are available in the following areas:
I

ASSOCIATE SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER
Possess a MSCS or BSCS degree with the ability to design, code, document and test specific software components. Areas of
application include operating systems, language processors, data entry systems, interactive and batch communicatian
systems. Interfaces with personnel in Engineering and Marketing Support.
-

DESIGN ENGINEER
Will have a MSEE or BSEE degree with the ability to work on logic designs of specific system components and equipment.
Areas of involvement will be with digital logic design incl uding design with microprocessors, peripheral interface design
and microcoding on remote batch and interactive terminals and distributed data processing systems. Must be able to interface with personnel in Manufacturing, Field Engineering and Product Management.
HARRIS offers competitive starting salaries, plus an excellent benefit package including tuition assistance up to 100% in
some situations. DALLAS boasts 5 major universities for the completion of your formal education.
Join HARRIS in DALLAS for that refreshing lifestyle only a city like " BIG D" can offer. Become a part of the phenomenal
growth of both DALLAS and HARRIS and you will reap the rewards of your first career step into the world of data
processing.
We will be inteNiewing on your campus on:

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19
For further information and to sign up on the HARRIS Schedule, please comact the Student Placement Office.

m
UIJ

~RIS
COMMUNICATIONS ' AND
INFORMATION HANDLING

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F, H, V
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TALE OF TWO STUDENTS
JoeMiner

Bill Miner

By ED LATIMER

By ED LATIMER

As we last left Joe, be bad just
taken tbe EAT appointed
lawyer on a quick tour of the
campus. After the lawyer bad
left, Joe turned around and
beaded back to the EAT house
where be .. .
Went home and slept.
(to be continued next week)

As we last left Bill, he had just
come out of tbe Auxilliary
Enterpr ises
movie,
"Rio
Grande", with his newly found
girl Amelia. Bill got her
telephone number and asked
her about Saturday night. She
accepted. The two ' went tbeir
separate ways, with Bill going

Ediletters
(Continued from pg. 8)

Expenses:
Starcastle
Tickets
Physical Plant
Refresbments
University Police
Total
Income
Tickets
Sales Tax

$500.00
53.00
404.00
62.00
95.00
$5614.00
$3,609.00
-108.00

3,501.00
Deficit
$2,113.00
Well given the $32,000 for
concerts, it seems that we could
bave 14 concerts per year at this
rate!
B. Michael Stanley Band Oct.
15,
1977
Expenses
$5,250.00
MSB
Tickets
54.00
Physical Plant
452.00
Refreshments
42.00
91.00
University Police

-

Total
Income
Tickets
Sales Tax

ca.mpus, I simply say, " You
better get interested before you
can't afford to go to a state
university which has you so tied
(IP In red tape that service
I'rganizations such as APO.
can't provide services for you,
the student." In this " simple"
statement I am referring to the
APO bookstore which, only by
students like yourself voicing
their opinion, was allowed to
stay on campus in the future.
This is not the only major issue
that has arisen in the past that
could drastically affect you as a
student and surely will not be
the last.
As to those of you who just
don't have time, I'll bave to
admit that there are times when
it seems as if one doesn't even
bave time to sleep (remember
(Cont. on p. 1'5)

back to his residence hall for
the rest of tbe afternoon.
Well, afternoon dragged on
into night, and soon Bill realized
that he really should be
studying. Then Bill caught sight
of a card that had come in the
mail for his roommate. Bill
noticed that it was a birthday
card. "Well, I'll be-", said BlII
to himself, "old Jack had a
birthday today and didn 't even
let his floor take good care of
him. With this, BlII went around
room by room, trying ti interest
people in giving Jack a
"swirly" for his birthday.

out of me", Bill replied as he
siammed the door. " Boy,
Dave's really hard-core on this
studying bit. "
Finally, Bill found volunteers
in the next room he entered.
Together they manhandled
Jack, wbo had returned to his
room after gOing to the
bathroom. Taking him to tbe
bathroom again for his swirly,
they joked about whether it
would be a "lemon" or
"chocolate" swirly.

The first room Bill went into
had Pat, Mike, and Steve all
huddled into a circle, rolling one
of them " funny cigarettes".
The three looked guilty as
anything when Bill opened the
door on them.
"Man, don't scare us like.'
that, Bill."
Closing the door and looking
for other volunteers, BlII went
to Dan's room. Opening this '
door. he saw Dan working with
his girlfriend Cecilia on some
homework. "'Good old Dan",
thought Bill to himself as he
closed the door, "a good-looking
girlfriend like Cecilia all alone
in his room and they're in there
studying. He's as good as they

come."

Walking across the hall into
the next room, BlII found Dave
studying all alone. "Get out of
here!" Dave exclaimed. "I've
got a test next week and I have
to study!" "Well, excuse the

Meanwhile, somewhere In st.
Louis at the electric company,
some bill clumsy goon was
about to trip over tbe main plug
and shut off all tbe electricity.
, The circumstances just prior to
this event are as follows :
Pat : Are you sure this stuff is:
going to be any good, Steve?
Steve: Man, don't worry;
sure it's from a new dealer. but
he says that this stuff is better.
Mike is busy studying his
brains out.
Dan has suddenly gotten the
hogs for Cecilia as he really
likes the outfit she's wearing,
and his desire overcomes his
shyness. Meanwhile, Cecilia is
wondering if Dan is ever going
to notice her and do somethiDl~ .

Now's when the big goon trips
over the main plug and the
lights go OUt.
Pat: Oh, wow, man! This is
the best stuff I've ever had!
Why, as soon as I took a hit,
evervthinll blacked out!
Mike : Hey, man, we're witJi
you . We just picked up the
smoke and the same thing
happened to us.
Mike Is really pissed off about
not being able to study now, and
gets so frustrated that he quits
school, gets a job as janitor of
Northwye, marries his high
school sweetheart, has two kids,
and is finally killed at the age of
46 during a freak construction
accident.
Dan: Oh, Cecilia.
Cecilia: Oh, Dan.
Dan : Oh, Oh, Cecilia.
Cecilia : Oh, Oh, Dan.
Dan: Oh, Oh, Oh, Cecilia!
Cecilia : Oh, Ob, Oh, Dan!
Bill and his crew thrust Jack
downward toward the toilet but
miss in the darkness. CLUNK!
"Oh, sorry, Jack. Jack?
JACK!"

. Well, needless to say, more
confusion erupted after this, but
after awhile the big goon finally
realized what he'd done and
Bill and bis crew have Jack replaced the _pl~. Peace and
held upside-down directly over harmony returned to the dorm.
the tOilet, giving it the old "One, again.
two-"
(to be continued next week)

$5,079.00

ENGINEERING
GRADUATES

$4,020.00
-122.00

$3,898.00
Deficit
$1,981.00
So with this and our $32,000 it
would now appear that we could
have 16 concerts per year.
5. The above two examples
are used to illustrate the point
that given a good concert,
students will attend, thus the
cost per concert will be
reduced.
6. SUB - Wby can't you all
get a good concert and spend
some of that money.
7. SUB - Let's see the cost of
the two concerts for the fall of
1978. There's no reason why the
cost of all concerts should not be
published In the Miner after
each concert. Besides Its
University money.
8. SUB - If you all can't
handle the job, wby not give it
back to Student Council.

MBA'S

Make the Switch
From CoUege

GOULD is a constantly gro"";ng Fortune 500 manufacturer of
electrical and electronic equipment and systems for companies and
industries the world over. To make certain that Gould's future is as
successful as our present. we are seeking ambitious. technicallyoriented individuals for our exdting and challenging Management
Training Program.

To •••

The individuals we are seeking "";11 have a BSE£, BSME or MBA
Degree. be interested in hands-on involvement in the total business
process that indudes MarKeting Manufacturing. and Adminstration.
and be geographically mobile.
.

GOULD'S

Steven M. Tillman
27592

Dear Editor,
I have noticed recently that
there are very few letters to the
editor. I don't know If It's
because no one bas an opinion
on anything (which doesn't say
mucn for me mlDd), they just
don't have the time to sit down
and write the editor, or wbether
they're just afraid to voice their
opinions lafter all someone
might read It) .
To those people who "have no
opinion" on major issues on

MANAGEMENT
TRAINING
PROGRAM
GOULD
Spring house.

rA 194 55

An E.c]unl Opponul'llry Employer M f

Successful candidates "";11 partidpate in a high powered. high
visibility. 18 month program of career development that "";11 prepare
them for imr-ortant roles in our company...along "";th an exdting
and rewarding future.
Explore these outstanding opportunities to join our dynamic
company on the move. Why not drop into your college placement
office today to schedule an on-campus interview. Our
representative "";11 be on campus:

MONDAY,
FEBRUARY 19,1979
If you canflot schedule an appointment. you can either pick up an
employment application at the placement Office' or forward your
resume directly to: AE. Martinez. Manager. Manpower Planning &.
Development. GOULD. INC.. Springholge. PA 19455.

s
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Ediletters
( Cont inued from p. 14)
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By JEFF GORDON
Camplll Ollett New. Service
Who is producing the kind of
off-the-wall . sophomoric , gross.
sexy and liberal-minded humor
that makes college students
laugh?
A
relativel y
small ,
interconnected group of writers
and producers who seem to
have the market cornered on
this humor.
The group includes Chev y
Chase , John Belushi , Doug
Kennev . Michael O'Donoghue.
ChriS Miller, P.J . O' Rourke ,
Bob Tischler , Bruce McCall.
Anne
Beatles,
Brian
McConnachie. Brian Doyle·
Murray, Bill Murray . Dan
Ackroyd, Gilda Radner , Harold
Ramis.
Ed
Bluestone,
Christopher Cert. John Landis,
Ed Subitsky, Richard Belzer,
Sean Kelly. Christopher Guest,
Eric Idle.
The connection between the
various people and the most
popular humor projects is
stal{gering.
Belushi worked with the
comedy group " Second City "
out of Chicago , worked on
National
Lampoon 's
" Lemmings" stage show , the
" National
Lampoon
Radio
Hour," the National Lampoon
" Gold Turkey" album . is on
NBC's "Saturday Night Live. "
appeared on NBC's " Rutlles"
special and was the star of
" Animal House."
He
teams
with
fellow
" Saturday Night Live " star
Ackroyd
in
the
"Blues ·
Brothers" musical act.
Chase contributed to the radio.
show , was in "Lemmings."
worked on "Gold Turkey " and
starred in " Saturday Night
Live " and " Foul Play ."
O'Donoghue was an editor at
Lampoon. coordinated the first
series of the Lampoon radio
hour, and then wrote and
performed on " Saturda y Night
Live ."

jlirlfriend
His
former
Beatles was also an editor of
Lampoon , on the radio show,
and a writer on " Saturday
Night Live " . She also co-wrote
the humor book "Tilters, " and
along
with
O'Donoghue
contributed to Oui magazine.
Doug Kenney was an editor at
Lampoon . part creator of the
very popular Lampoon high
school yearbook parady , and
co· writer of " An imal House "
Radner is a product of
"Second City" and contributed
to the Lampoon radio show , Ihe
" Gold Turkey " album . was on
the "Rutlles " show and is a slar
of " Salurday Nighl Live" .
Bluestone was a contributor
to Lampoon, on Its radio show,
on the " Gold Turkey" album.
and is a stand-Up comic .
Brian Doyle-Murray and his
younger brother Bill Murray
contributed to the Lampoon
radio show and the "Gold
Turkey" album . Brian now
writes for "Saturday Night
Live" and Bill stars on the
show . Bill also starred In an
NBC
parody
special
on
television ,
which
included
McConnachie as one of Its
writers .
McConnachie was also an
editor of National Lampoon , a
contributor
for
Lampoon 's
radio show and Its albums and
writes for " Saturday Night
Live ."
Tischler
produced
the
National Lampoon Radio Hour,
" Gold Turkey " and produced
the first album of Belushl's and
Ackroyd's "Blues Brothers "
act.
Cerf was an editor at
Lampoon. developer of its
infamous
bicentennial
calendar, contributor to the
Lampoon radio show and
helped write the successful Ne w
York Times parody during the
New York newspaper strike.
P.J . O' Rourke is editor of the
Lampoon and has worked on its

two most successful parodies the high school yearbook and Its
semi-sequel ,
the
Dacron
Sunday newspaper parody .
M iller was an editor at
Lampoon , a popular college
speaker. a short story author
wi th contributions to Oul
magazine, and a co-writer of
" Animal House."
Ed Subltsk y contributes to
National
Lampoon
and
contributed to Its album s and
radio show . Bruce McCall was
an editor at National Lampoon :
a writer at " Saturda y Night
Live, " and a contributor to
Lampoon albums and Its radio

past finals weeks ). But, as I
look at It, you spend 4.... to 5
years (assuming you're !be
average student) educating
yourself so tha t you can make
responsible decisions In the
90
why
working
world ,
shouldn't you spend some of
your time learning how to make
responsible decisions o!ber than
those that are work ·related .
Percentage-wise !bese are far
greater and usually much more
Important. When they say that '
college Is a learning Institution,
they 're referring to learning
more than what you can find In
books . You have to learn to live
with people , with organizations,
wi th Institutions, and with
governments.

iilOW .

Sean Kelley was an editor at
Lampoon, contributor to the
Lampoon radio show and
atbums,
and
Is directing
" Heavy Melal" magazine.
Idle Is one of the most popular
members of "Monty Python's
Flying Circus," the former
British comedy team than has a
cult following In the Unlled
Siaies. Idle performed In
"Monty Python and the Holy
Grail," has hosled "Saturday
Nillhl Live " and develooed thp
group " Ruttles " , a parody of
the Bealles.
Landis directed " Animal
House" and " Kentucky Fried
Movie," a flick which was
popula r in its own right.

If you fit Into !be third
category then you 're a bigger
fool than those In !be first two .
It-you see some!blng that upset.
you , or some!blng !bat makes
you glad or Joyous, you ha ve
obvtously formed an opinion
about tl. If you !ben were to
keep this opinion to yourself,
you have missed ~ most
valuable learning experience,
for the sharing of Ideas and
opinions can be !be most
enlightening (not to mention !be
most pteaslng) experiences any
person can have. This Is not to
mention that If some!blng has
been done conlrary to your
opinion you al leasl know you
tried, which al times can be
rewarding In Itself, If only
voicing your opinion , then
you've only gol one persOn to
blame for your unhappiness .

Thank you for letting me bend
your ear In !be student's ( and
faculty-adm Inlstration)
newspaper.

Wha t's !bls fool leading up to ?
Well, I've had the privilege of
proof reading the editorial in
the Issue and in !be " chess
game " It is stated !bat " not
man y
people
of
!be
adm inistra tive personnel art!
feeling
very
comfortable "
about
the
adminIstrative
shutne. This Is obviously a
generalization from some kind
of Inout be has received from
some administrative personnel
and for one , would lite to see
some of !bese administrative
personnel voice their opinion
Dublicly . I'd also like to know
how the students feel.boul " the
reorganization
of ..
!be
administration " , after all , !bey
no longer ha ve Dean Ponder as
Dean of Student. (a mistake of
the chancellors, in my opinion).

I never expected to move
mountains wl!b !bls letter, but I
hope !bal some of !be people
who are victims of "the
reorganization
of
the
administration, " personnel and
student. alike, realize that If
you don't like !bal's going on,
and you don 't try to do
something ..
Sieve Sontag

Electrical Engineering Majors

FOLLOW

THAT

HALF PRICE SALE
Friday & Saturday ONLY!
- 1'17'1 l:al(lIl

500/0 OFF

I k, ~

and Pode l ( 'akn da r,
- I:nllrl' In ven lor\ ('andk, ITa l'ICr,. Pilla r,. VOII\l',1
- ( "dtad \,jap ~ IIl" Ca ll dkholdcr'. Sekcted (ilfl\

200/0 OFF

." r hl' H (lohl!" I k lll \ l' h ll! l(ln /ShpGI,e
" r ile Lord (If Ihe R IIl~'" BO\l'd SCI,
11 :Irlic"m cr :tlld rradep:IJ'lCr

ONLY $1.00

" Ollll' IN.- tl er, L l)d " h\ W ilil:1I11 H . ( ia"
" ( '()Illl l'mporan I'(~ tr \ III :\merlca "
edited 11\ R() hcr i Bm er,

... Th ere·s a good c h ance It leads to MOT O ROL A . 50 ye ar s ago our
founders followed t heir d ream. an d now t h e progress o f ou r
technology has far exceeded what t hey may have Imagined . For
example . the efforts of Motorola 's Government ElectroniCS DIVISion
(GED) have prOVided the U.S. space program With technological
Wizardry for each manned flight throughout the 60's and 70·s . We
are looking for people With ambition and Imagination to lOin us In
our Innovative deSign and deve lopment efforts In such hig h tech·
nology fields as commun icat io n s. radar. and miSSile e lec troniCS .
Localed In the sun·fllied Southwest. G ED offers a comprehenSive
Engineerlllg Training Program to help tRe newly gradua ted en·
glneer In transi tion from studen t stat us to sophisticated Elec tronics
DeSign . If you are an Electrical Eng i neer ing G rad. o r soon to be,
bring your dreams to M otoro la. We'll give yo u a c han ce \0 reali ze

the m

.

Con tact your Placemen t Office for slg n·up In formation .

ItIIOTOROLA
Governnlent Electronics Division

An Equal Opportun ity Employer M/F
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Swim,stuftsp'ike and
sprint your way to the top.

In the Schlitz
Intramural Olympics.
A new program that lets you pit yourself
and your team against others in your
school to win the right to represent your
school in one of the 16 regional playoffs.
Regional champs then go on to the
Schlitz National Finals May 5 and 6, 1979,
to vie for the title of best intramural team
in the country. See your intramural
director for complete details, today.

Schlitz makes it great.
~

1979 Jos Schiltz Brewing Co . Milwaukee. WIS

979
......
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Iranian Rebels
Endanger Americans
TEHRAN, Iran (UPI) Embarrassed officials of Iran's
new
government
have
apologetically freed scored of
United States citizens rounded
up by overzealous gun-toting
followers of Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomelnl.
The youthful guerrillas also
shot up the Hilton and
Intercontinental Hotels
favored by visiting Americans
and other foreigners
threatened
Americans
at
gunpoint In the streets, and
pillaged
the
. U.S.
Communications
'Agency,
where they tore apart pictures
'of President Jimmy Carter and
looted office eqUipment.
"Are you an American?"
menacing
youths
asked
foreigners. Those who said
"yes" were taken to Khomelni
headquarters
where
revolutionary officials offered
apologies and released them.
The U.S. Embassy estimated
that 50 Americans bad been
detained.
'''Some Americans were
brought to us by our Islamic
Police
but
they
were
Immediately released," a rebel
official said.
"They could not apologize
enough when we showed up at
rebel
headquarters," said
Robert
McKinnon,
vice
president and general manager
of Bell Helicopter Co.'s Iran
operations.
Meanwhile,
the
Carter
administration was seeking to
quickly
establish
normal
diplomatic relations with the
new Iranian regime and the
Soviet Union became tbe first
foreign power to officially
recognize it.
While a White House official
in Washington acknowledged
"some resistance" to the
United States, which had
supported
the
ousted
monarchy, State Department
spokesman Hodding Carter III
said, "We are moving toward
normal diplomatic relations."
Resumption
of
normal
diplomatic business with Iran
would be a first step in
resuming oil shipments from
the strategic Persian Gulf
nation,
which
previously
supplied about 5 percent of the
United States' daily needs.

Rolla
Student '
Honored
NEWS RELEASE
Brian D. Moyer, of Insurance '
PLUS; 207 W. 12th Street, Rolla,
Mo., has been named Rookie of
the Year by the Richard K.
Emde Agency in St. Louis, Mo.
Brian, who has been with New
England Life for one year, is a
member of the National
Missouri and Ozark Association
of Life Underwriters. He is a
graduate of Rolla High School
and will graduate from the
University of Missouri-Rolla
this year with a degree in
economics. Upon graduation,
Brian plans to continue his
career in the insurance field.

From Moscow, a message
formally
recognized
Khomelni's
regime
and
suggested the development of
"all-around cooperation."
At the same time, a
prominent commentator for the
Soviet newspaper Isvestia
charged that U.S. ' aid had
turned Iran Into another
Vietnam and said the United
States
forgot
Its
bitter
Southeast Asian experience.
In Tehran, McKinnon, a
retired U.S. army general,and
five other Bell Helicopter
employees were detained for
four hours after rebels shot up

the Hilton Hotel, which housed
350 persons, most of them Bell
employees awaiting evacuation
to the United States.
Armed youths robbed rooms
of jewelry, boots, hats and
cameras, but later returned
some of the loot. No one was
robbed In person.
One American suffered a
flesh wound in the arm and a
burn wound on the wrist from
blazing bullets. Another was
kicked In the abdomen. None
suffered more ' than superficial
Injuries.
The Intercontinental Hotel,
housing 200 U.S. and other

foreign journalists, was shot up
In a skirmish between rival
factions jockeying for the
responsibility of policing the
hotel against possible looters or
rioters.

No Injuries were reported,
although one bullet narrowly
missed Los Angeles Times
correspondent Ken Freed,
whose colleague, Joe Alex
Morris Jr., was killed Saturday
by a stray bullet.
Khomelnl has admonlsbed his
followers
not
to
abuse

foreigners, although he came to
power on a program that
Includes eradication of foreign
Influence. He has declared that
Iran under the proposed
Islamic republic will welcome
mutually beneficial trade with
the United States.
Of about 41,000 American In
Iran when the revolution began
14 months ago, only about 7,000
are left, the State Department
said In Washington.
Most Americans, Including
remaining military advisers,
have been pulled back to the
U.S. Embassy compound or
selected homes In the capital.

EARN OVER $650 AMONTH
RIGHT THROUGH YOUR
SENIOR YEAR.
If you're a junior or senior
majoring in sciences like
math, physics or engineering,
the Navy has a program you
should know about.
It's called the Nuclear
Propulsion Officer CandidateCollegiate Program
(NUPOC-C for short) and if
you qualify, you can earn as
much as $650 a month right
through your senior year.
Then after 16 weeks of
Officer Candidate School,
you'll get an additional year
of advanced technical
education. This would cost
thousands in a civilian school,
but in the Navy, we pay you.
I t isn't easy. There are
fewer than 400 openings and
only one of every six
applicants will be selected.
But if you make it, you'll
have unequaled hands-on

responsibility, a $24,000
salary in four years, and giltedged qualifications for jobs
both in the Navy and out.
Ask your placement
officer to set up an interview
with a Navy representative
when he visits the campus,
or contact your Navy
representative at 800-841-8000,
or send in the coupon. The
NUPOC-C Program. Not
only can it help you complete
college. I t can be the start of
an exciting career.

,..-------------..I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 2000. Pelham Manor. N.V. 10803

8637

Yes. I 'd lik e more informason on
the NUPOC·C Program (100).

~~
Address

City
State
Age

Zip _ _ _ __
tCollege/ University

+Graduation Date _ _ _· Grade Point

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I "'Major/ Minor
I
Phone Number_ -:::::=_ _ _ _ _ _ __
CNP 2/ 8
'A<~""'.,
IL. _____________
....I

NAVY OFFICERS
GET RESPO 5181 ITY FAST.
-'
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But In Darkness
The Light Blows
In The Dust.
By CLAUDE CRAIN
The trolls had labored all
night long, and at last It was'
ready - loaded into the mighty
cannon posed at the edge of the
sky. Slow motion seemed to
creep upon them all as the
charge was detonated and the
new sun rose blazing Into the
morning air.
"I feel? Warmth, brightness ;
they are me. How can this be? I
feel lost, but look - all the land
I could ever be lost in is
dropping out of sight. Trees are
as green down and rivers as
silver threads and I am lighting
them all. " Ah, above me the
stars are shininl{] I see D/jtterns
and colors that are getting
closer and flowing around me
as the earth gets farther away.
Dim lights are now gleaming
with brilliance. I see the other
eight as they flash before me:
the Fiery One, the Lovely One,
the Red Ember, the Giant
Sister, the Ringed One, the
Green Twins, the Bleak One,
and all their sons and daughters
at their feet.
"Lo, it is an attendant wispy traveller of my realm. It
is Halley, still far away in his
pil~rimage .
• Voices? How can there be
voices in this void of light and
color in which I have foun d
The
myself? Of course!
earthmen - probing me with
their radio waves. I send my
fiery reply.
"I grow weary. Surely it has
been a day and I can end my
vigil. But how long is the life of
a sun during a single day? I see
no traces of 1the return of the
earth. The voices are still
calling, but they are far away.
Even the other planets have
disappeared and the stars
grown dim.
"I feel different; the universe
is changing quickly. Fantastic
colors are lunging at me from
my path ahead; absolute
blackness is behind me. How
can this happen to the sun? Am
I exploding? "

.. .Lonely ...

earth, when I light the other
planets, too?
"Wait...there are different
planets appearing before me, lit
by another sun. I see no Ringed
One, no Green Twins. Have I
blown them all away? Who are
these intruders? I will accept
them , anyway - give them
light and warmth. After all, It
was probably I who destroyed
myoid companions. I must be
more careful with these.

"Voices again! Have new
civilizations grown up so soon?
Perhaps there were survivors
from the

be
their
These
must
descendants, still with the
curiosity of earthmen.
"One planet is important. It
reminds me of earth ; I must set
there, give it night and day and
treat it as I treated earth. I
move rapidly closer, but still
somehow slow. Flashes of
colors, beautiful crimsons and
orange and yellow dart across
the clouds as I plunge toward
my new home. Creeping slowly
down in a blaze of glory the light
fades and I bury myself In
darkness."
"Canaveral to Andromeda
IV : Our instruments have
shown a safe touch-down ;
confirm."

We're eager to tpl k t o
people with bright minds,
ambition and the urge t o
mak e bi g technol ogi cal
advances. We're looking fo r
the successors to the great
thinkers .
So, if you're approaching
graduation and looking
ahead to a career i n research
and development or
engineering, talk to Gould. .
We're offering you as much
independence as you need.
You'll get all the responsi·
bility you can handle. And
there's no limit to the
rewards.

.......

Dan Kamin performs his "quick movement" of the
hands, in this photo from 1978. Mr. Kamin, an artist of
pantomime, performed last night at Centennial Hall.

From computers to
racing cars.

The people we're
looking for .

In less than five years, Gould
has grown fr om a $500
m illion to a $ 1.6 bill io n cor·
poratio n. We've achi eved
this growth by developing
new prod ucts combined with
our ongoing co mmitment
to high techno logy.
Gould scientists have
contributed to technologies
from electronic sensing
devices that landed on Mars
to sonar equipment on sub·
marines . From engine bearings in Indy 500 racers to
electric veh icle power
systems, rubber recycling
processes, co mputer suppi ies, and many others.

We want to t al k wi th B.S.,
M.S. and Ph. D . gradu ates in
t he followi ng disci plines:
meta llu rgy, cera mics,
mechanical engi neeri ng,
electrica l en gineeri ng,
chemical engineer ing,
phys ics , chemistry, electrochem istry, electronics,
and material sciences.

Call, write, or see us
on campus February 27.
Call your placement office
for an appointment. Or
write to Employee
Relations Dept.,
40 Gould Ce nter, Ro ll ing
Meadows, Illinois 60008 .
Th e phone number is
(312) 64 0-4417
Equal Opportun ity Employer M / F / H

" Colors rilmming ; points
'orming in blackness behind.
:;an my flight be nearing its
end? Garbled colors are
clearing away, arranging into
patterns that should look
familiar. They don't. Have I
appeared
in
a different
universe? Have I blown up and
this is what I find when I again
gather together? The sunset is
on the opposite side of the world
from its rising. Is this the view
from the other side of the sky?
The sun doesn't really rise how could I have risen from

-------
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5. Absent
6. Eggy drink
7. Worn and
shabby, as a
book: hyph.
wd .
8. Beat severely
9. Corrode
10. Seed wings
11. Small lumps
of butter
16. - goods, cloth
17. Senior
20. Use an 'a uger
21. Actor Arkin
.22. Delights in
24. "Gentle" line
-of persuasion:
2 wds.
Reprinted from POCKET CROSSWORD PUZZLES with
the permission of Dell Publishing Co:. Inc. Copyright ill
1975 Dell PublIShing Co .. Inc. All rights reserved .
/

ACROSS
1.
5.
8.
12.
13.
14.

15.
18.
19.
20.
22.
23.
24.
28.

29.
30.
31.
33.
34.
35.
36.
39.
40.

44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Artificial air
Also
Pitfall
Curved lines
Pay cou rt to
Hawaii dance
Give an angry
stare: 3 wds.
Thin and
strong
Buoys up
Mild, as
weather
Boys
Hodgepodge
Poor loser
Campaigned
for office
Lid
Beam
Swallowed up .
Remedy
Oodles
Product from
wood pulp
Bureaus
Severe jar
Beco.me violent·
Iyangry:
3 wds. (slang)
Sea e:agle
Recline
- sure, certainly: 2 wds.
Rip
Fold
As soon as

DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.

Crony
Spanish gold
Frowning
Alaskan

:JOllold''l
1I,lI.L
:180.1.
lII'l.lIl1l1l1
D II I 'I I K :> 8 R .I. .I. I H
.I. 'I' o r
s .I. S i R :>
S .I. o 'I
11 I d ' d
I 11
a :I & '10 D II i
A ,
1I :J A 0
11'11
a, :I R a II o S 0 1'10
A II 'I , 8
S a , 'I
A II I l l .
S :J .I. , 'I II

~--

:>. •

.L'SlIiDD,allOO'l
''lOR
OO • • SOIl'
d '~.L
a II'
:I SOd
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15.

~bl!rst

26. Rhine
tributary
27. Textile worker
29. Fabric
32. Heavy overcoat
33. - the colors;
bugle signal:
2 wds.
35. Hawaiian food
36. Mr. Huntley
37. Employ '
38. Sicilian peak
39. Rugged vehicle
41. Helms' organization: abbr .
42. American TV
network ! abbr.
43. -whiz!

C
R
0
5
5
W
0

R
0
5
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More On:

EDitorial
Comment
(Cont. from p. 6)

way there will stili be a Dean of
Student Affairs, but it's going to
take a lot to replace a man like
Dean Ponder.
Oh, by the way, you want to
know the names of the other
deans the Chancellor ousted?
So far I'm stili looking for
another one, too. WHY DEAN
PONDER?
I've only got two more points
to make that concern the
students
in
the
newly
reorganized campus.
The 'first of these two points
has been already mentioned
before: some administrative
personnel aren't pleased about
the reorganization and the fact
that they're going to be shifted
around. This could affect the
quality of work that they do. If
they're not happy with their
new position, obviously they're
not gOing to do as good a job as
maybe the person before them
did. Likewise, it takes a certain
amount of time for someone to
get used to their job. I'd hate to
see someone not be able to have
a party sometime because their
party perm it got lost, or
delayed, or something else.
This is just an example, but the
fact 'remains : students want
administrative personnel who
do a good job, and this might
affect their quality of. work. '
Another points, and probably
more important than the others,
is that if someone fairly high up
is moved around, it could result
in different or conflicting
pOlicies. Of course, looking at
the other side of the . coin,
maybe switching positions will
prove to be more efficient and
better, and maybe some
poliCies will be changed for the
better due to the new blood
being circulated around. As I've
said before, only time will tell.

B-KD5

Try Our Full line Of
Foods:

Reorganization
a pretty important position
now, and a lot more powerful
than it was before.
What it all adds up to is ' that
before we were on our own with
our own separtate department,
and now' we're in with
everything else under the Dean
of Faculties. That's a mighty
big step down. Could we have
presented it? Maybe.
You see, we the students have
representative to the Academic
Council, who obviously had no
suggestions to the Chancellor
about his reorganization. The
fact that we had no input
surprised some of the faculty,
nes.
But was it these
representatives
fault?
Probably not. Who could
foresee such widesweeping
changes or that the Dean of
Students would be shuffled with
everything else under the Dean
of Faculties, the Provost? After
all, the faculty didn't exactly
layout any skeleton for the
Chancellor to go by, just a few

general points that they thought
were necessary. Besides, even
If the students did give some
input to the Chancellor, we've
seen how far that goes before.

Open Daily From
10 a.m.-ll p.m.

To wrap this whole thing up in
a nutshell, it seems another
case of the U over the students
with a lot of question~
unanswered (at least until after
the first of March) . I especially
don't see why Dean Ponder,
Dean of Students Affairs, was
ousted from a position he had
worked at for quite some time
and really liked and was good
at, to Registrar just because the
Chancellor "felt that it was an
appropriate change at this
time." Maybe if enough
students
went
in
and
complained
about
Dean
Ponder's removal, something
might happen.

Burgers
Hot Dogs
Tenderloins
Fries
Chicken Sandwiches
Onion Rings Mushrooms
And Dairy Queen Treats!

Reg. U. S. Pot Off ,
AM D.O . Corp . (e) Co pyright 1979
Am . D.O . Co rp

So why isn't there a separate
department called the Office of
the Dean of Students? I don't
know.

CUT RATE
(Former Greyhound Depot)
Warm

Cold
..!.l..E1. 11...Eh.
BUSCH
PABST
COORS
MILLER
BUD
OLD MIL
SCHLITZ

3.20
3.20

3.45
3.45
2.75
3.45

3.45
3.45
3.45
3.60
3.60
2.90
3 .60

1/ 4 Keg 112 K

eg

26.50
24.50
27.50
28.00
27 .50
23 .50
25 .00

15.50
18.00

15.50
15.50

QxBP Students mated

ENGINEERNG
GRADUATES
Are you inter ested in Engineering with a company
considered a pioneer in the field of avionics? A company locoted in the ottractive fast-growing
Southwest? A company that volues individuol contribution and offers a choice of ossignment?

nTosTEAiHdUs[']

The last point I would like to
make concerns the Office of
Student Affairs,
hereafter
called the Dean of Students
Office. Before, Student Affairs
was a separate department,
under no one (except for the
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast
Chancellor, who everything's
under). But the Chancellor
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
Insists on playing a numbers
~
game: the less departments,
the
less
confusion.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
7 Days a Week
Streamlining, it's called, and as
~~~~K:~~~==M
of right now the Dean of
Students
has
!;leen
"streamlined" right under the
Provost, Dean of Faculties.
That's right; the Dean of
Students is under the Dean of
Faculties. What was the
Buy Now For
problem before? It seemed to
I
work out fine to me, keeping
them separate and everything.
But no, you've got to
streamline, even If it means
pushing the students down
underneath the Dean of
Faculties. Now, some of you
might think, what's the
difference?, All we've got Is one .
more"st~PJ i the Provost) to get . r :::
to the Chancellor.
.
:::
Tbli Is true, but compare then :l
and now. Now we're groups {
FG-servo belt drive turntable
together with Admissions, ::~
'Computer
Center,
Honors :~
with Cluto return and quick start
Program, Registrar, Dean of ::~
convenience.
Graduate Study, Dean of :::
Continuing Education and ::: ~h
~
Public Service, Intercollegiate :::
r
Athletics, and last but not least :::
•
• • \.Al·1·
.~
... (~ef'

2

~n ~I~~T

$ 85 ~

'U

Foro: PI.za Shopping Center

Roll•• Mo.

$14900

(Includes a
$50 ADC
Cartridge)

i~::uices. t~d of t;e~~rn!~~

Thursday, February 15,1979

e 0'_1'Y:'\d @eY:)+

'.'

. i:i
"Go Ahead And Ask Us"
under the Provosot, Dean of :::
Hwy . 72 at Pete Ave. Rolla, Mo. 364-7715
Faculties. That's made Provost . ;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.,.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.,,;.;.,.;.,.,.;.;.;.;.;.;-:.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:-:.;.:.:-:.:.:l

:.:
.:::i.

Sperry Flight Systems, located in Phoenix , Arizona ,
might be what you're looking for . If you ore in terested, we would like to talk with you .

Clyde Rea
will be on Campus
February 16
Pleose sign up with the Plocement Office
Sperry .

to talk

with

Choices of career starting point wi.t h Sperry include :

Product DeSign

___________________ or ___________________

Research & Development

___________________ or ___________________

Control Systems

___________________ or ___________________

Electronic Design

___________________ or ___________________

Design Analysis .
We ore looking for both MS and BS graduates with
Electrical / Electronic and Mechanicol Engineering . We
offer an informal work atm 6-sphere and an envi'ronment for professional development , including tuition
refund.

..JLSI:::>C~Y

-,r

FLIGHT SYSTEMS

A Division of Sperry Rond
P.O. Box 21111 Phoenix, . Arizona 85036
An Equal Opportunity Employer M / F

Sports
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Miners Up Record
By CHRIS WILSON
A full slate kept the Miners
busy last week, as they posted
two
non-league _ victories,
against a long conference
defeat. The results of these
contests dropped their league
mark to Hi, but raised the
season tally to 7-12. With only
four MIAA games remaining,
the Miners are out of the league
race. However, they are
playing well enough to defeat
any of the teams and could
become somewhat of a spoiler.
The week began with a
disappointing, but exciting and
well played 74-69 loss to
Southeast Missouri State. Once
more, strong team piay was
seen from UMR, but their old
foe the "cold streak" did them
in again.
First half action was fast and
furious, as both teams played
well, hitting SO percent of their
floor shots. It was see-sawall
the way, as each squad held
five-point advantages during
the half. The Miners had the
lead when it counted though.
They marched to the dressing
room with the half's biggest
bulge at 42-36, after Rick
Fuerman outscored the Indians

7-4 in final 3:21 of the half.
Three minutes and fifteen
seconds into the second half,
things looked good. Jeff Kipp
had just scored a hoop to move
UMR ahead 49-40. Then the roof
fell in. Southeast proceeded to
outscore the Miners 15-5 during
the next seven minutes, and
took the lead for good. A gallant
comeback try fell just short, as
UMR could get no closer than
four, after trailing by as many
as eight in the last two minutes.
Thursday
and
Saturday
nights, the Miners took a break
from MIAA action with two nonloop home contests.
Thursday evening, UMR
hosted Shaw College from
Detroit. The Miners emerged
with a 68-64 triumph, but only
after a very tough battle with
the Motor City netmen.
It was nip-and-tuck from the
start, as UMR led 12-9 after
eight minutes, only to have
Shaw score eight straight points
in the next two minutes, and
pull ahead by 5. The Miners
fought back however, and put
together a string oftheir own.
Joel Schreiner sank two from
the charity stripe at the 5:34
mark, to start an ll-point run,
which gave UMR a 29-23

advantage.
Derek
Nesbitt
scored the last seven UMR
points of the half, including a
three-point play with thirtythree
seconds
remaining,
giving the Miners a 32-27 lead
after the first 20 minutes.
Shaw nearly made this a replay of the SEMO game, when
they outscored UMR 2(}'8 during a six-and-a-half minute
stretch early in the second
half. Determined that it wouldn't. happen again, the Miners
trailed for only two minutes and
nine seconds. Rick Fuermann
tied the score with 8:52 left, and
then put his team ahead for
good at the 7:37 mark. Shaw got
to within one point at 65-64 with
only 0:36 left, but a Joe
Schreiner free throw , and a
Gaylord Houston field goal
closed the door.
Derek Nesbitt paced UMR
with 17 pOints and 13 rebounds,
while Freddie Ford had a gamehigh 25 points to go with his 12
rebounds for the visitors.
The Miners ended their threegame home set in style
Saturday, with a' resounding 8363 triumph over Missouri
Baptist College of St. Louis. A
well balanced offense, and a
season high 20 assists for the

To 7-12

Miners proved to be too much
for their opponents.

with 1:25 left. Following
wholesale substitutions by
Coach Key, Jerry Watkins
First half action was as close stretcbed the margin to 18, and
as anyone would want. Eight Joel Scbrelner ended It at 20
ties and six lead changes points wltb only tbree ticks of
marked a poorly played half. the clock remaining. Of special
The Miners managed only 42 note Is Derek Nesbitt's fine
percent shooting from the floor, rebounding
performance.
~hlle committing 12 personal Derek ruled tbe sky, and bauled
fouls. Missouri Baptist played down 21 boards, tying a Multieven worse, hitting a mere 39 Purpose Building record for the
percent of their shots, to go with Miners.
13 personals.
Saturday, February 17, the
cagers begin a three game
The final twenty minutes bome set hy bosting the
were a different story for the Northeast
Missouri
State
Miners, as they showed what Bulldogs. Tbe 'Dogs are
kind of team they really are. battling Lincoln
for
the
Missouri Baptist hung tough for conference title, so the game is
the first 9 minutes of the half, very important. Ved Green,
and then folded, Or, should I rerry Bussard, and David
say, "were folded, " as the Winslow will lead this veteran
Miners popped in 12 pOints unit into what sbould be a very
without a response, and took entertaining contest. Tip-off is
command 68-53, with 7:30 left to at 7:30 p.m. in the Multiplay. The teams traded baskets Purpose Building. We bope to
for five-and-a-half minutes, see you Saturday, as well as
taking the game into the last Monday
evening,
wben
two minutes. UMR used the , Nortbwest Missouri is in town
remaining time to pad the lead. for another MIAA sbowdown.
Jeff Kipp made it 14 points at UMR bas split its two previous
the 1:56 marker and Calvin games with the Bearcats, both
Horhn ended a strong 15 pOints, of them going into overtime.
7 assist game with two free
Tbls time sbouldn't be any
throws, widening the gap to 11 cllfferent. See 'YI tbere.

Women's Basketball

Girls Go
By BETH SPENCER
The game against Southwest
Baptist College was close at
halftime, the Miner held only a
seven-point lead. In second half
action the momentum switched
to SWBC and the lead switched
back and forth continually. The
score was tied in the final six
seconds of the game, until
Karen Williamson drew a foul,
and - cashed in on the
opportunity to make two free
throws for the Miners to qualify'
the team for the state

To State

tournament, and a chance at
the state title. The score was 5553. The girls shot 61 percent
from the field and 41 percent
from the free throw line. Dallas
Kirk was the high scorer and
rebounder with twenty-five
points and 1,2 rebounds.
The Miners will play in the
state tournament, which will be
held at NEMO in Kirksville the
weekend of Feb. 21-24. This will
be
a
single
elimination
tournament, the state champion
going on to play in the regionals

for the small college national
title. The Miners first game will
be at 5 p.m. on Feb, 21 against
Missouri Western. As far as
who will get the state title
Coach Caruso says, "It is
anybody's ball game, and my
girls have a real good shot at
it. "
The Miners have one more
game to play to finish out their
schedule for this year; it will be
against St. Louis University
tomorrow night at 7: 30 in the
multi-purpose building.

Cindermen Place Sixth
_~B::.Yt.:G::E=RR=Y=-=GO=E=KE=-_ _ State finished a close second.

The Miner track team
continued
their
indoor
campaign last weekend when
they travelled to Warrensburg
for the Central Missouri State
University Invitational Indoor
Track Meet. A total of 15 teams
competed in the meet, most of
them members of the MIAA
Conference. The Miners came
in sixth out of the 15 teams, with
26 points, a very good showing
considering the poor facilities
for indoor track here at UMR.
Southeast Missouri State won
the meet, and Central Missouri

Ilea'.
DlYlllDaI
PIKAta
GDISt

Sig Nu 68
Sig Tau 25
Campus 53
Pbl Kap 36

For the second straight week,
Rich Lux proved to be the
standout performer for the
Miners, as he set a new UMR
indoor record in the 600-yard
run with a 1:13.7 time, topping
an excellent field in that event,
the only Miner to win an event.
Rich also turned in a SO.5 second
leg in the mile relay, pacing
that team to a fifth place in the
mile relay with a 3: 29.8 time,
their best indoor time ever.
Other stellar performances
were turned in by Craig
O'Deere, who finished in fourth
place in the 6O-yard high

TEC 51
ABS 41
Beta Sig 52
Sig Nu 34

burdles with a 7: 58 time; Jeff
Russom, wbo cleared 6'4" in the
hlgb jump to finish in third; and
Steve Bridgeman, who tossed
the shot 47'7~" to take fourth in
the shot put.
The track team's next
performance will be at the AllMissouri Meet held in Columbia
this Friday afternoon and
evening.
The
competition
should be very intense, as there
will be twenty-one teams
competing, including teams
from au of the schools in the
MIAA Conference, and the
University
of
MissouriColumbia.

SigEp52
Dlv1IioDII
TKE46
TJHA 57
Lambda Cbl48
Kappa Sig 49 Triangle 42

Intramural
Results

M-Club
A thlete of the Week
Tbis week's athlete of the
week is the Miner basketball
team's Derek Nesbitt. Derek Is
a 6-3, 195-pound junior from
Freeport, Bahamas. In last
Friday nigbt's Basketball game
against
Missouri
Baptist
College, Derek tied the Miner
varSity record of 21 rebounds in

Wesley 42
KA54
FE LA 58
Delta Tau 30 Focus 22
AEPi 29
Mates 41
TbetaXi36
Grads. 40
CSA22

one game. Congretulations
Derek.
Other notable performances
turned In this week were by
Rick Lux of the track team,
Karen Williamson of the
women's basketball team, and
Paul Stricker of the UMR
swimming team.

Women'.
Crescents 22
ZTA6

AWS31
TJHA21
WHA22
KA20
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Miners Rough Up On Two NonConference Foes Gearing Up For Last
HalfOfMIAA
Schedule
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( Photo by Len StruHmann)
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Gaylord Houston goes up high to snuH a shot' while
Joel Schreiner looks for the rebound.
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( Photo by Len Struttmann
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Derek NesbiH puts up a jumper in his 17 point effort
against Shaw College.
(Photo by Len Struttmann)
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KiCk Fuerman tries to disrupt a Shaw College scoring drive in last
Thursday's game.
(Photo by Len StruHmann)

Jeff Kipp prepares to pass off to Nesbitt.
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(Photo by Len Struttmann)
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Tight Ba ttle I n MIAA Race
MIAA Release
CAPE
GIRARDEAU-The
seesaw battle for first place in
the Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Associatin continues
with
Lincoln
University
reigning as king of the
proverbial hlll in the most
recent standings.
Head Coach Don Corbett and
bis Blue Tigers are 7-2 against
conference foes after lOSing to
Southeast Missouri State (74-70)
on Saturday and defeating the
University of Missouri-Rolla
(85-64) on Monday.
Tbe Blue Tigers, now 17-5
overall, bave gotten sterling
performances out of fresbman
Antoine Collins: Collins bas
come om strong to average 17
points and 12 rebounds an
outing over the last eigbt
games.
Lincoln hosts arcb-rival
Kentucky State on Saturday
and travels to Warrensburg on
Monday to battle the Mules of
Central Missouri State.
Nortbeast Missouri State is
locked i·n a tie for second, just
one-half game off the pace, witb
a 6-2 record in converence play
and a 16-5 mark overall.
The
Bulldogs
trounced
Central Missouri State (98-81)
on Saturday but fell prey to the
Bears on Monday (77-75l.
Tbe increased scoring punch
-~-------~---

of Terry Bussard and strong
board play of senior Matt
Maddox will be needed tbis
weekend when tbe Bulldogs
visit
tbe
University
of
Missouri+Rolla Miners on
Saturday and tbe Indians of
Soutbeast
Misso·uri
State
University on Monday, Feb. 19.
Hot sbooting from the floor
(.512) and tbe charity stripe
(.762) and an abundance of
deptb bave enabled the Indians
of Southeast Missouri State to
fashion a 15-5 record overall
and a 6-2 mark in the MI :AA.
Tbe Tribe, wbicb defeated tbe
University of Missouri-Rolla
(74-69), McKendree College (9681), and Lincoln University (7470) on the road during the past
week, returns bome to bost
Northwest Missouri State on
Saturday, Feb. 17, and title
contender Northeast Missouri

Junior Mike Robinson has
field goal percentage by a tem
State on Mondaay, Feb. 19.
Head Coacb Larry Holley and In one season.
upped bis scoring average to
bis Bearcats continued tbeir
Tbe Mules are hitting on .525
bome court mastery witb a pair percentage of their sbots and 19.2 and bis rebounding mark to
10.5, both second best in the
of wins over conference fors.
are well abead of tbe current MIAA.
Northwest Missouri State mark of .499 set by Soutbeast
downed Southwest Missouri Missouri State last season.
Derrick Nesbitt is the Miners
State 7Hi7 and shut down a
Southwest Missouri State leading scorer (15.9) and
prolific Central Missouri State
rebounder (8.9) and bas been an
offense to capture a 91 ~5 appears ready to assume the integral part of the Miners
role of spoiler in tbis year's
decision.
recent fortunes.
Next up for tbe 'cats are tbe conference race.
Indians of Southeast Missouri
UMR upped its record to 7-12
Tbe Bears, now IHO overall
on Saturday and tbe Miners of and 1-7 in ·tbe MIAA, knocked overall witb non-conference
the UniverSity of Missouri- off league-leader Nortbeast victories over Sbaw College (68Rolla on Monday, Feb. 19.
Missouri State on Monday in 64) and Missouri Baptist (83A potent offense and a Kirksville to pusb the 'Dogs into 63). Tbe conference mark fell to
pourous defense bave combined a tie for second.
1-7 with losses to Southeast
Missouri State (7H9) and
to even Central Missouri State's
overall mark at IHI and dro
Head Coacb Bill Tbomas and Lincoln University (85-64).
their conference docket to 3-5 on bis crew bost Central Missouri
Tbe Miners bost r;llctheast
the year.
State on Saturday and travel to Missouri State on Saturday and
The Mules, lead by Head
Coacb Tom Smith, are on target Pittsburg, Kn., on Monday to Northwest Missouri State on
Monday.
to set a new MIAA record for meet Pittsburg State.

Class of 1962

...

I Bet

You
Didn't
Know
Brought to Yo u By
Don Gibson . C. L. U.

Rico Valentino
"The Campus Locomotive"

Zelda Woofenbite
"Gums"

Peaches N. Kreme
"Hot Stuff'

Major: Romantic Languages. Always has a
dale ... wears iridescem slack s ... from the
wrong side of the tracks. . been on "Ameri can
Bandstand" ... still cruises local high school
for chicks.

Major: Library Science. Watches ·'Queen For
A Day" and cries ... studies a lot .. always in
curlers . . . dependable. makes popcorn every
Friday and Saturday night .. uses nasal spray
... probably will be ·· Ieft on the she lf:·

Major: Ele mentary Ed ucation. Pure as the
driven snow ... pen ... style galore ... a real
knockout , espec ia lly in sweaters . .. likes
.. malure·· men
voted year-rou nd .. Ice
Princess:·

Roby Farnsworth Harrington m
"Moneybags"

B.M.O.C.
"He only had one thing on his mind"

Freud Ian Stipp
"Eggy"

One of the most amazing teams

Ilin sports history was the Arvada.1
Wyoming High School basketball I
Iteam a few years ago . No players
lever sot on their bench during the l
Jplaying of any game that season l
Ibecou se they hod only fi ve boys l
Ion the whole squad w ith nol
Isubstitutes. And despite goingl
"he whole year without anYI
,substitutes . they still won thei,!
Iway into the Wyoming state highl
,school championship tournament_I

,

...

I

IHere·s an oddity about NBAI
Ibasketball playe r Bailey Howell.!
IHe made 1.62 1 points in the NBAI
lin the 1966·67 season . and then . 1
lunbelievably . he mode exactly I
11 .621 points again in the NBA in I
Ithe 1967 ·68 season! What are thel
lodds on that h~~p: ning?
I

I

11151

nann)

(~
t

nann)

I

IHere's an oddity from aut o roc · I
ling . Eve rybod y think s that having I

Major: Mic ro/ Macro Economics . ··Lack
money is the root of all evi\" · ... chauffered
classes ... wears penny loafers wit h dimes
em ... Mark Cross luggage ... pl ans to stan
the top (of his father·s corporation).

Major: Nuclear Physics . Ac tually fini shed
··Ulysses ·· ... wears coke · bottl e glasse s ..
popular around exam time. . knows the differ·
cnce between '·inductive·· and ··dedu ctive·
reasoning, ,turned Harvard down.

of
to
in
at

Ith e pole position in on aut o race I

lis on advantag e. but oddly!
lenough . in all the ye ar s that the I
Iindiana polis 500·mile rac e ha s I
Ibe e n run , drivers w h o hod th e I
,pole position ha ve won only e ight I

,times, or less that 15 % o f the I
time
,
!
•• •
I

III bet you dldn·t know that life in·
surance rates are based on your
The earlier you get started
your rate will be year

. See .. .

DON GIBSON. C.LU_

364-5386
JIM WOOD . C.LU .

364-8888
COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE
213 Ramsey Building
8th & Rollo Streets

I
I
I
I

Bettina Putschnik
"Pinky"

Tilton Sidewheys
"Tilt"

Jim Shoe
"Twinky"

Major: An . Ban the Bomb ... dresses in black
... recites blank verse poetry in coff~e ho uses
... met one of the Limelighters . . can sli p into
a trance ... proud of her Holden Cau lfie ld type
brother ... wa nts a pad in the Village ... bongo
drums ... really hep.

Major: Motel Manageme nt. Sings a long with
Mitch ... the ori gi na l clone ... wears white
socks and ripple-soled shoes that squeak ...
freque ntly ··ditched;· even by parents . .. can
burp the ··Gettysburg Address·· . .. pennane ntly out to lunch.

Major: PE.llnterior Decorating. A complex
person . . . plays varsity everythi ng . .. an opera
once
buff . .. sometimes misunderstood.
more. and 1"11 grind yo ur face into the concrete" , , ,sensitive, .. favo rite color: chartreuse
, .a n eo~Re n a i ssa n ce Man .
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ACAC11
John Anderson

1M A thlete Of The Week
John Anderson of Phi Kappa Theta was namea Tne
Intramural Athlete of the Week last week by the Intramural Manager's Association for his work in
leading Phi Kappa Theta in victories over Sig Nu, Sig
Tau, and Beta Sig .
( Photos by Seck)

1M Team Of The Week
This is the Acacia Tug-of-War, which was named the Intramural Team of the Week,
team that won their tug-of-way match against RHA on January 27. It should be noted
that the honors for Team of the Week go to a team which has done much better than in
the past.
( Photo by Seck)

Sickness Flinders Swimmers
By GERRY SCHNITZLER
The Miner swim team took
part in Division II of the Saluki
Tournament this past weekend,
February 9th, 10th, and 11th.
The competition was very tough
and left the UMR swimmers in
the wake of their Division II
rivals. The breakdown of points
in Division II is as follows:
Drury College, 475; Eatern

Illinois
University,
410;
Western Illinois University 332;
Southeast
Missouri
State
303;
Wright
University,
University (Dayton, Ohio), 127;
Arkansas University, 110 and
the University of Missouri at
Rolla, 101. Coach Pease
commented that his swimmers could have made pOints in
greater numbers had they had
more rest. Several of the
seniors have als'" hpen sick

since a flu-like sickness has
been affecting team members.
In all, however, the UMR
swimmers are still improving
their times down in their events
and are stili competitive. Their
next meet is on February 16th
at
Springfield
against
Southwest Missouri State and
Louisiana State. On February
17th UMR' will swim at
Oklahoma State.

POSITION OPEN FOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENT
Deportment of Auxiliary Services . (University
Center) has an opening for a computer science
student to work with the data processing for
housing / student information. Requires
knowledge of PL 1. Prefer sophomore or junior
who is willing to learn in a working environment
while gaining valuable work experience. Also
desirable to have someone who can be available
through summer months.
Applications will be accepted during the month
of February in the Director's Office, Room 114,
University Center West.

•••••••••••

Rolla Craft-Hobby
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-558l

RENTAL HOUSING
SURVEY
A rental housing project is being planned for this community.
The project would provide comfortable living at reasonable
rental rates. Your opinion on the following will help us to
determine whether such a project is practical. This information does not obligate you in any way.
I. What age group are you in? 62 or over ( ) 50·62 ( ) Under 50 ( ) Faculty ( ) Studen ts ( )
2. ,Ma rita l status: Married ( ) Single man ( ) Single woma n ( )
3. Number of persons in you r household ( )
4. Annual income: Between $0·$3,000 ( ) $3,000·$5,000 ( ) $5,000-$7,000 ( I
$7,000-$9,000 ( ) $9,000-$ 11 .000 ( ) $ 11 .000-$ 13,000 ( ) $ 13,000 a nd over ( )
Does your income include: Old age assista nce () Social Securi ty () Ve teran Pensio n ()
Other (I If other. specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. Do you own ( ) or rent ( ) present residence?
6_ Do you li ve in house ( ) a partment ( I room ( I on a fa rm ( ) in town ( )
7. Is your present housing modern ( ) no t modern bu t adequa te ( ) inadequa te ( ) If so, in
what respect?'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
8. Wha t type of apartment do you prefer?
Efficiency apartment ( )
One bedroom. kitchen, ba th , li ving room ( )
Two bed rooms, kitchen, bat h. liv ing room ( )
T hree bed rooms. kitchen, ba th , li ving room ( )
9. What amount of rent can you pay if utilities are included?
$60-$70() $70-$80() $80-$90 II $90-$1 10 (I $ 11 0-$ 130 () $ 130-$ 150 () $ 150-$ 175 II
over $ 175 ()
10. Would you wa nt to maintain ow n yard () F lower garden ( )
I I. Wou ld you be willing to move in if apa rt ment was ava ilable _ 19_? Yes () No ()
12. Name
Add ress'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone Num ber·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mail to: Missouri Miner
T-8 Building, Rolla, MO 65401
J8s:::::::1:

s::::smsm:::::::SS333:::::Ss.}

It will say that you're a qualified engineer, and that you're on your way to a success·
fu l engineering career. Except for one thing. An opportunity to prove yourselfl And
that's where Sargent & Lundy comes in.
We 're a foremost engineering consulting firm, serving the elect rical power industry
since 1891. And we 've grown to become one of the largest companies of our kind,
more than SEXTUPLING in staff in just 14 years. Every year we are adding engineers
to our select professional staff.
We offer a unique atmosphere . .. of and by Engineers. Our partners ara all Engineers.
As for job stability , our c(;mtract commitments guarantee you'll be challenged for
years to come .
Centrally located in Chicago's famous Loop, you' ll have easy access to the lakefront,
cultural and entertainment centers and dynamic Michigan Avenue. And because we 're
so sure you'll love Chicago, we'll pay for relocation expenses. Let's discuss your
future, our company and how we can unite the two .

Meet our Employment Representative on campus on
Tuesday, February 20, 1979

(312) 269-2000
SARGENT & LUNDY ENGINEERS
55 E _ Monroe St . ! Chicago. Illinois 60603

An Affirmative Action Employer

